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Student anger at tuition fees reaches boiling point
Aquaculture department
latest to suffer in
University cutbacks
- Department downsized to fix £2.2m deficit
- Biology lecturers to plug gaps in department
By Andrew Jenkin
Deputy Editor

S

tirling
University’s
Aquaculture
department
is the latest to suffer the
consequences of the University’s
decision
to
reduce
annual
expenditure.
The department will lose 36
staff which makes up 60% the
department’s academic sector.
Staff
in
the
Institute
of
Aquaculture were notified at
the end of October of potential
job losses in the Institute, and a
formal consultation process for

the avoidance of redundancies is
now underway.
Director of HR and Organisation
Development, Martin McCrindle,
said: “The University of Stirling
can confirm that the Institute
of Aquaculture has a deficit
of £2.2m, and is taking steps
to reduce this by 50% in this
financial year, with a view to its
elimination. The University will
look at ways to achieve this by
growing income and making
other cost reductions. However,

continues on page 2

Students of the Department of Aquaculture on a field trip
Picture: Emma Hazell

Over 50,000 students protested against education cuts in London on November 10

Full story: page 2
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First year students:
“There’s no place
like Halls”
By Graham Swann

A

ccommodation standards at
Stirling University have been
given the thumbs up by this year’s
batch of first year students.
A recent survey carried out by Brig
has shown that Murray Hall and
Geddes Court, the two first year
halls of residence at the university,
are popular and an enjoyable place
to stay despite previous claims that
students were unhappy with the facilities provided.
Of those surveyed over 95% of
students said that they were happy
with their current accommodation
in both halls. Furthermore, over
85% of first years claimed that they
would rather not move from where
they currently stay to another hall.
It seems that students studying at
Stirling value their accommodation
a lot with one of the main reasons
for enjoying staying in halls being
the friendly new people they have
met.
The signs for the University in
years to come seem good as from
the survey it was revealed that just
under 90% of current first years
would recommend living in halls to
future Stirling students.
First year student Britteny Cox, of
Murray Hall, says: “Despite only being here for a few months, I feel like
I’ve known everybody for years.”

A protestor being arrested is caught on camera as he turns to look

Picture: Rajmund Bakonyi

Aquaculture facing
massive cut-backs
continued from front page
given the scale of savings required,
the University has notified staff
representatives that the possibility
of job losses cannot be ruled out.”
It is thought Biology lecturers will
be asked to lead undergraduate
Aquaculture lectures to cover the
redundancies.
Laura Gordon, 19, a marine
biology student at the University
feels the cuts are dissapointing:
“I think it’s a bad move.
The
department of Aquaculture is a
world expert meeting place, and
one of the fastest growing areas
for aquaculture, so why are we
downsizing it now? It will effect a
lot of people. It means we won’t get
as much research as we wont have
as much money. Lecturers have
been telling us how stretched they
are already at the moment.”
The Department claims to be “a
leading center for Aquaculture
research and Aquaculture training”
however the cut backs could be
disastrous for its future. The
decision to reduce expenditure on

academic staff contrasts greatly
with plans to revamp the Atrium
and the University’s 25 year plan
to develop accomodation which
could cost up to an estitmated
£37million.
The news comes in the same
week that the University was found
guilty of laying off staff without
consulting the University and
College Union (UCU).
UCU Scottish official, Mary
Senior, said: “This is a very
important victory for the former
members of staff at the University
of Stirling who should not have
been dismissed as they were”.
The University’s HR director
Martin McCrindle has responded
to the outcome by stating: “This
is a complex judgement and the
university needs time to consider
its detailed implications.
“We, like other universities, will
continue to employ academic staff
on fixed-term contracts to ensure
we achieve our research goals in the
difficult funding environment that
we are experiencing, in common
with the rest of the sector.”

ver 50,000 students from
across the country took part
in a massive protest against
tuition fees in London on November
10.
The demonstration was organised
by the National Union of Students
(NUS) and Universities and Colleges Union (UCU) in response to
the Coalition Government’s plans
to scrap the current cap on tuition
fees. The march, which took place
down Whitehall and past Parliament before ending in a rally outside Tate Britain, was described by
NUS president Aaron Porter as “the
biggest student demo in generations.”
However, the event became overshadowed by violence when a group
of students broke off from the
main protest to attack Millbank
Tower, the headquarters of the
Conservative party. What started as
an exuberant picket, an apparent
burst of reckless spontaneity, soon
escalated into a more violent attack
on the building. Students continued
to pour into the area in greater and
greater numbers, breaking windows
and throwing objects, forcing the
police to withdraw and wait for riot
squad backup.
None of the students from the local area were involved in the rioting.
Correen Dickson, who organised
the coach trip, critcised the violence. “I understood and shared the
anger with the tens of thousands of
students marching in the streets of
London,” she said, “I do not, however, support the violence that took
place and see it as a real shame
that the media predominantly focused on the minority of people
involved in the riot rather than the

reasons so many of us travelled
and turned up in protest.”
One unidentified anarchist at the
scene suggested that the violence
was in fact intended to draw attention to the problems now faced
by students. “It’s not just random
violence,” he said, “It’s the only
way the government is going to
listen.” Another protester claiming
to have been among the attackers,
who gave the name ‘Chaz Singh’,
justified the violence as insignificant compared to the effect of the
education cuts. “Millbank is nothing compared to the cuts they have
made, which will hurt 700 schools,”
he said, “How can several broken
windows compare to the damage
they have done to the normal work-

“How can several
broken windows
compare to the damage
they have done?”
- “Chaz Singh”
ing people of this country?”
Aaron Porter has made it clear
that he does not share that view.
Writing in the Guardian, he described the rioters as “A very small
minority of violent protesters – estimated at 200 – who sought to hijack our organised success for their
own agendas.”
56 people were arrested after the
violence, which caused 14 injuries.
Seven of those hurt were police officers, including one female officer
who was hit in the face. Both the
police and the NUS have said they
will be more vigilant at future demonstrations.

Any spare change?
How’s £350 suit you?
By Daniel Brown

A

student from the University
made an exceedingly generous
£350 donation to the Scottish Poppy Appeal last month at the stand
outside the Tesco store in Stirling.
The Scottish Poppy Appeal has
since been in touch with the student union as they wish to express
their “heartfelt thanks”.
In a letter addressed to the Union,
Livingston Waugh, of Poppy Scotland, wrote “It’s because of a gesture like this that the hard work and
long hours we put in at this time of
year is all the more rewarding and
genuinely touching to all those that
work to raise money for the Scottish Poppy Appeal.”
The student, Emma Paton, later
came forward to accept the praise.
She said: “I’m quite a supporter
of the soldiers. They don’t choose
where they get sent, and there’s
sometimes a negative backlash
around that.”
“I’m pretty good at raising money because I kind of run a charity
in Tanzania, so I basically did the

same thing I’ve been doing for a
while, I asked around people who’ve
helped me out before and emailed
the people on my mailing list. I told
them I was trying to raise a bit of
money for the poppy appeal, and
asked them for anything they can
spare.”
The Scottish Poppy Appeal are involved in a number of fund-raising
activities throughout the year, as
well as raising money by accepting
donations for Remembrance Day
poppies.
They raise, on average, over £2
million pounds each year and this
money is then put to good use. The
appeal invests in providing assistance to ex-servicemen and women
by funding services in long term
care, employment and housing.
The appeal also uses the money
to help fund research and in 2009,
they published what they call
“groundbreaking research into the
employment needs of disabled and
vulnerable veterans”.
Emma’s charity is called the Tumaimi Project,. For more information, visit www.the tumainiproject.
org
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#Ifoughtthelaw:
Twitter user convicted
By Colm Currie

A

27 year old Twitter user has become the first person in the UK
to be convicted for a tweet, following a collapse of his appeal.
Paul Chambers, then 26, posted a
message in January this year which
led to his arrest and subsequent
conviction.
Frustrated at the prospect of his
flight to Ireland being cancelled
due to extreme weather conditions,
the Yorkshireman tweeted from his
phone: “Crap! Robin Hood airport is
closed. You’ve got a week and a bit
to get your shit together, otherwise
I’m blowing the airport sky high!”
After an employee of the airport
noticed the tweet during an internet
search, he alerted the police, who
arrested Chambers at his office on
13 January, a week after the tweet
was sent.
Chambers, then 26, was originally
arrested for making a bomb threat,
but was convicted on 10 May under
the communications act for sending a menacing message. Following
his arrest, Chambers’ iPhone, laptop and desktop computers were
seized by police to search for evidence of a bomb plot.
He was fined £1,000, ordered to
pay a further £2,000 in legal costs,

and was fired from the car distribution firm in Doncaster where he
worked as a financial supervisor.
Chambers appealed the conviction
and the fine, but lost his case on November 11.
Judge Jacqueline Davies determined
that the Tweet contained menace,
and that Chambers should have considered the possibility that it would
be taken seriously.
Chambers expressed regret over
what had happened in an article he
wrote for The Guardian in May, and
accepted that the Tweet was silly and
misguided, but this did not reduce
his anger at the Crown Prosecution
Service, as he now has a criminal
record for making a joke.
Paul Chambers has received an outpouring of support from his fellow
Twitter users. Graham Linehan (@
Glinner), writer of sitcoms such as
Father Ted, Black Books and The IT
Crowd, extensively Tweeted his support of Mr. Chambers, and the hashtag #Twitterjoketrial trended around
the world. Furthermore, Stephen Fry
and Jonathan Ross (@Wossy) both offered to pay the fine, and opined that
Chambers’ conviction was ludicrous.
Since Chambers lost his appeal, the
original Tweet has been reposted by
thousands of Twitter users, in a show
of solidarity.

NUS Scotland:
Cuts are “like night
and day” compared
to rest of UK
By Laura Donaldson
News Editor

T

he details of next year’s Scottish
budget has outlined a “less than
expected” cut to university funding
and a vow to protect student numbers for the next year, countering a
fear that university places would be
targeted to save on funding.
NUS Scotland says the difference
between the cuts north of the border when compared to the rest of
the UK are “like night and day.”
The Scottish budget, revealed by
financial secretary John Swinney in
mid November, announced a £216
million cut in the higher and further education budgets, amounting
to an approximate 5% cut to universities (according to Universities
Scotland). Despite the reduction
the Government has pledged not to
intrduce tuition fees in Scotland.
The cuts to Scottish institutions
are far lower than expected and are
significantly less than cuts faced
by other universities in the UK.
Universities in England can expect
a reduction of up to 40% in their
spending.
The Scottish budget will also
mean a less than predicted cut to
colleges, amounting to approximately 7%. However, the budget

also shows a real terms cut for college bursaries for the poorest students of 1.9% (or over £1.5 million
in real terms).
The Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA) which pays 16-18
year olds £30 a week to stay in
school or college has also been
saved and kept for at least another
year, despite the programme being
scrapped in England earlier.
Liam Burns, President of NUS
Scotland, said:
“It’s very strange to be in a position of being happy about things
not being cut. Nevertheless, saving
the EMA in Scotland is very good
news for young college students
and we’re delighted that student
places at universities and colleges
will be protected.
“Given the cuts we’ve seen in the
rest of the UK this is great news for
students and a result the Scottish
Government should certainly be
proud of.”
“This budget will get us through
this year but the next test for politicians ahead of May’s election will
be reforming the student support
system in Scotland. We must look
at all options to get additional income to the student support budget, to ensure future students get
the chance of studying at college or
university.”

Controversial Air3 poster
removed from campus
gow and other major cities. He feels
that the poster has been unfairly
targeted and that previous posters
promoting other events in the University have depicted more explicit
images.
He said, “At the end of the day, it’s
art. It is just art and wasn’t intended to offend people.”
He added, “The general consensus
of the poster from our listeners is
that they are not offended and find

By Amanda J Naughton
News Editor

S

tudents DJ’s from Air3 Radio
Station are angered after being told to remove posters
promoting their radio show.
Established show, It’s not Blue Peter’s poster was deemed offensive
by someone who came forward to
the students’ union.
As union policy dictates, the decision as to whether the poster could
be viewed as an objectification of
women was then passed on to the
women’s officer.
One of the DJ’s from the show,
Nahan Jon Berrie, said the complaint was immature,
“In no way did we intend for the
poster to be offensive”.
The poster, which depicts an illustrated woman lying naked across
a tiger skin rug was designed by
a friend of one of the DJ’s, who
is studying art at Cardonald College and goes by the name of
°Æcolourless°Ø. It is based around
the style of art displayed in Major
Lazer and Ed Banger Records.
Berrie said the poster was designed to catch the eye of someone passing by and that this type
of poster is common around Glas-

it to be one of the best posters
situated in Stirling University. All
around the Pathfoot building there
are numerous images of naked
women and just because the girl in
our poster is acting "sexual" it has
suddenly become offensive”
Air3 has been given no information with regards to the nature of
the complaint, and the women’s officer was unavailable for comment.

We are unable to show you the full poster for “It’s Not Blue Peter”.
Picture: °Æcolourless°Ø

What are you laughing at?
By Stephen Wood

T

he psychology of how parents
help to develop our sense of
humour is being examined by a research team from the University of
Stirling.
The study, “Parents’ Linguistic,
Acoustic and non-Verbal Cues for
Toddler-Directed Pretense and Humour”, is being led by Dr Elena
Hoicka, psychologist at the University.
“Humour is important for mental
health, sexual selection and social
bonding,” says Dr Elena Hoicka,
who specialises in infant and toddler psychology.
Even though humour is so psychologically important, “there is very
little research on how humour de-

velops.”
Funded by £80,000 from the Economic and Social Research Council,
Doctor Hoicka and her team in Stirling will be getting the parents of
toddlers to play with their children
in different ways – both playing
with toys, and telling some scripted jokes. The different reactions
prompted by these will help determine the toddlers’ understanding
of humour.
Joking around and pretending can
seem to be very similar. So for babies, it can be hard to tell the difference between playing, pretending
and doing something right. Clearly,
however, learning to distinguish between a joke and something serious
is a key skill that needs to develop
quickly.

Dr Hoicka says she is looking
to find out “how parents let their
kids know which of these concepts
they’re expressing.”
Fathers are often deemed to be the
‘funny one’ by anecdotes, although
there is no research that yet proves
this. Speculating on the contrary to
this idea, Dr Hoicka says that “One
possibility is that mothers will exaggerate the differences between joking, pretending, and doing normal
things more than dads.
At the moment, the research is
lacking dads. Any fathers with children between 15 and 23 months old
are encouraged to help by signing
up online at www.psychology.stir.
ac.uk/babytoddlerlab or by emailing babytoddlerlab@stir.ac.uk.

Which parent do Stirling Students find funnier? Brig investigates:
Nicola Carlin, 18, business
student
“I don’t really know, I guess
my dad’s got more of a similar humour to me!”

Anthony Burt, 20,
Philosophy student
“Definitely my Mum, without a shadow of a doubt. She
doesn’t try to be funny, we just
laugh at her to be honest! She
doesn’t get jokes and she’s
very clumsy, so there is always
something to laugh at”

Stuart Wilson, 19, criminology,
sociology and phsycology., student
“Growing up, my dad really, I don’t
know if that’s because we’ve got the
same sense of humour or because he’s
more of a practical joker, compared
to my mum who’s more reserved and
business like.
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SNP reveal their one-year
budget plan for Scotland
By Emma Tozer

O

n November 17, Finance
secretary John Swinney delivered his Scottish budget.
The Scottish Government plans to
cut spending and to freeze public
sector salaries for a year, to those
who have salaries of £21,000 or
more. Staff who earn less than
£21,000 will have a minimum annual increase of £250.
Swinney stated that this helped to
set a framework for future discussion of pay with NHS staff, teachers, police, and fire-fighters. The
budget represented more than 50%
of public sector pay and restricting
that pay would save thousands of
jobs, he said.
Swinney faced cuts of more than
£1 billion imposed by the UK government.
The proposed plans include cutting housing, education and tourism spending, whilst business rates
will rise for large retailers. Swinney
also proposed to put a stop to big
bonuses, and he will impose a 3%
efficiency savings target on public
services.
Funding on prison services will be
cut by around 22%, the biggest cut
in the Scottish budget. Housing will
see a cut of 19.3% in the upcoming year.
In terms of education, Swinney
has pledged that he will keep small-

er class sizes in primary schools.
But colleges and universities face
a 12% cut. He promised, however,
that university places will be maintained without the introduction of
tuition fees in Scotland.
The government has also asserted
that living costs support for existing students will not decrease in the
next year.
Mary Senior, an official from the
University and College Union, said,
“The cut in higher education funding is much more severe than the
overall cut in the Scottish budget.”

“He is not running a
country; he is running
an election campaign”
- Andy Kerr
She went on to say that universities
must not use the cut as an excuse
to push for higher student fees.
In reaction to the cuts, Liberal
Democrat Jeremy Purvis said that
the budget was too short-term,
and that it is dangerous for schools
and hospitals because they are not
able to plan ahead. He went on to
say that the budget did not leave
enough scope for the services' future plans.
Scottish Labour's

finance spokesman Andy Kerr accused Swinney of putting party
political interests before Scotland
and its current financial situation,
by proposing a one-year budget
rather than a three-year budget.
Kerr also stated 'He is not running
a country, he is running an election
campaign.'
He further argued that the budget
does not allow local authorities, the
health service, universities, further
education colleges, police and fire
services to plan effectively, and that
the budget is in need of clarity so
that the services mentioned above
can set their own budgets, and reassure staff, which Kerr said that
they were unable to do under the
proposed budget.
The budget, however, promises
strategic investment in 41 colleges
and 20 higher education institutions which include the Open University Scotland.This will allow universities to undertake world class
research so that Scotland's international reputation for educational
excellence is maintained.
Overall cuts in Scotland are not
yet as severe as those planned in
England, and the proposed budget
plans seems to an extent to protect
lower-income citizens. However, the
government only planned a oneyear budget, leaving the opposition
and commentators to wonder about
what has yet to come.

Finance secretary, John Swinney, who said that the new budget will set a
framework for future talks on public sector salaries Picture: mackayhannah.com

Compulsory labour to affect students as
graduate employment level drops

Reforms in Westminster get tougher

By Colm Currie

W

ork and Pensions Secretary Iain Duncan Smith
recently announced plans
to introduce compulsory manual
labour for people claiming Jobseekers’ Allowance. The former

Picture:tntmagazine.com

Conservative party leader wants to
introduce a scheme which would
see benefit claimants made to work
30 hours a week without pay for a
month.
If anyone refuses to participate, they could see their benefits
stopped for three months, or possibly longer. Duncan Smith’s mes-

sage to non-cooperators is: “Play
ball or it’s going to be difficult.”
This is likely to have an effect on
the student population of the UK,
as the level of university graduates
finding immediate employment has
fallen. According to the Higher Education Policy Institute, the proportion of graduates aged under 24
who are out of work rose from 11%
to 14% in 2009. This appears to affect men more than it does women, with 17.2% of male graduates
unemployed, as opposed to just
11.2% of female graduates.
The proposal is part of a wider
government initiative, in the form of
a White Paper on Welfare Reform.
At the heart of this new legislative
proposal is a Universal Credit System, designed to replace the current system, which includes several
different types of benefits. Duncan
Smith believes that the new policy
will be simpler to understand and
to operate than the existing one is,
and highlights the fact that under
the current system, in some cases,
it is more profitable to remain on
benefits than to find work.
If the paper is passed by Parliament and becomes law, the Universal Credit System will not only

replace Jobseekers’ Allowance, but
also benefits received by those who
work, such as Child Tax Credit and
Income Support. This is set to be
the biggest overhaul to the UK’s
welfare system since the Beveridge
Report was published in 1942,
which led to the National Insurance
Act of 1946, the Landlord and Tenant (Rent Control) Act of 1949, and,
most significantly, the introduction
of the National Health Service.
Speaking as the White Paper was
unveiled on November 11, Duncan
Smith said: “This will change Britain for generations, and make sure
we have a welfare system fit for the
way we live and work today.” He
also stated that the administration
costs of the new system will be less
than those of the present one, and
that it will reduce the possibilities
of benefit fraud.
Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg
gave his support to the proposal,
opining that “the purpose of welfare is to help people into work.
Work is the surest route out of
poverty: it structures lives, unlocks
potential, builds confidence, forges
friendships, cements communities,
provides mental well-being.”
However, despite all the advantag-

es seen here, the new system is not
without its critics. The Archbishop
of Canterbury, Rowan Williams,
has spoken out against the government’s new proposal, as he feels
that it will not improve things for
the unemployed. He feels that being forced to do jobs such as picking up litter or gardening could lead
to a “downward spiral of uncertainty, even despair.” Furthermore,
the Trades Union Congress believe
that this aspect of Duncan Smith’s
scheme will make it harder for
those involved to find paid employment, and could also harm the preexisting manual labour industry.
Additionally, Shadow Work and
Pensions Secretary Douglas Alexander has suggested that Duncan
Smith is not behind the proposal,
but that it is the work of Chancellor George Osborne. Alexander said
that Osborne “seems to have forced
Mr. Duncan Smith into a position of
accepting too many cuts in return
for too little reform," and that “there
is a big difference between welfare
reform and welfare cuts.”
The TUC and Labour have both
expressed their disapproval of the
proposal.
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The Alcohol Bill bans discounts on alcohol
By Maria Ristimäki

T

he wallets of many students
may be hit hard when new
legislation
unanimously
passed by the Scottish Parliament
on November 10 banning cut-price
alcohol sales comes into effect next
spring.
The Alcohol Bill will prohibit giving discounts on alcohol, marking
an end to cut-price offers like twofor-one or “get 25% off when you
buy more than 6” deals.
It does not however include the
controversial clause for a set minimum price for alcohol, which was
proposed to be 45p per unit. This
clause would have resulted for example in the price of a 70cl bottle
of Scotch whisky going up from the
average of £10.25 to £12.60 or

more.
SNP representatives and other
critics say the impact of the bill has
thus been diluted to nil, but Scottish Labour Party Health spokeswoman Jackie Baillie praised the
decision of MSPs to reject what is
‘effectively a tax on the poor.’
The bill does, however, signal a
turn to stricter policy-making on alcohol; a response to the increasing
demands for tighter control. Voices
of dissent have grown louder and
more frequent especially in the
light of recent scientific findings on
the extent of the harmful effects of
alcohol.
According to a comprehensive
study by the Independent Scientific
Committee on Drugs published on
November 1, alcohol is the most
dangerous drug on the market by a
considerable margin.

Scottish government introduces new policy on regulation of alcohol

If assessed only on the basis of
the harm inflicted on the individual
user, the most dangerous drugs are
heroin, crack cocaine and crystal
meth, but when the damage done
to others is taken into account, alcohol takes first place with an overall score of 72 out of 100.
Heroin and crack cocaine come
second and third with scores of
55 and 54, respectively. The least
harmful drugs according to the
study are anabolic steroids and ecstasy, both given a rating of nine.
The threat that alcohol poses is
illustrated by the fact that a big majority of crimes are related to alcohol, from drink-driving to drunken
violence. Yet the legislative bodies
have concentrated efforts on jailing
the users of minority taboo drugs
that are designated as criminal.
This has called some to question
the current, perhaps hypocritical,
drugs policy. David Nutt, who is
the head of the Drugs Committee,
wants current regulation to change
to a direction that is more reflective of reality. In other words, he
demands more focus on regulating
alcohol, which has the widest effect
on society.
It can be speculated that in the
wake of the report and growing discussion on the matter, the Alcohol
Bill is only the start of a new policy
line that aims to further control and
restrict the availability and usage
of alcohol, thus negatively affecting those who enjoy it recreationally
and responsibly.
Students can, however, have a say
in the process. For instance, earlier
this year, plans to increase the minimum age for buying alcohol to 21
were defeated as a result of student
protests.

Picture: vistasign.com

Comment

How I got snubbed by Vince Cable
By Elsa Andre
Politics Editor

“

Mr Cable is a very busy man”.
This is the excuse I was given
on October 7 when Dr Vince
Cable delivered a lecture in our
very own Logie Theatre here at the
University of Stirling.
I had been offered an interview
with Cable by External Relations,
to take place straight after the
lecture. Now, being only a secondyear journalism student, I thought
that conducting an interview with
a member of Government was an
amazing opportunity. I was going
to print it in Brig, and it was therefore with some trepidation and a
great deal of nerves that I made
my way to the Logie theatre.
The lecture was a disappointment
in itself, with Cable half an hour
late. As such, the time I would get
with him was bound to be very restricted. However I was still happy
to get the chance to ask him in
person how he felt about betraying
his electorate by joining the Coalition Government.
After the lecture, I was ushered
by his PR people to the Welcome
Desk of the Cottrell Building,
where Cable was meant to have
dinner. Anticipation mounted as
I sat there waiting for the man to
show up, talking nervously to the
other student who was to be given
the chance to interview him.
And suddenly, there he was. He
seemed to have lost the ability to
speak however, as it was not him
but his team who announced that
the interview would not take place
because Mr Cable was hungry and
wanted to go up to his dinner.To
make amends, he shot a couple of

North Korea’s shelling of South Korean island
leaves superpowers pleading for restraint
By Agatha Lawana

T

he international community
holds its breath after North Korea fired artillery shells at a South
Korean island last week, killing two
soldiers and injuring civilians.
North Korea's retaliation was immediate and widely criticised, leading to the South’s Defense Minister
Kim Tae-young's resignation, two
days after the incident.
In a statement issued by the North
Korean government, the attack was

justified as being a response to the
South's military exercises and their
trespassing into the North's waters.
The attack was condemned by the
United Nations, which general secretary Ban Ki-moon considers “one
of the gravest incidents since the
end of the Korean war”.
The United States, which is to perform the military exercises co-jointly with their South Korean ally, has
expressed their disapproval and is
urging China to intervene, seeing it
as the only country capable of hav-

The border between the two nations is still heavily
guarded after the 1953 armistice
					
Picture: lifeafter cubes.com

ing an influence on North Korean
leader Kim Jong-il.
The Chinese government has,
however, been rather reserved on
the matter, asking both sides to
show restraint but not openly condemning the attack. China finds itself in a difficult position, being the
North's main trading partner but
also in close relation to the South.
An open war in the region would
have catastrophic consequences
for the growing superpower which
would risk being submerged by
refugees, and having to deal with
the economic consequences for the
region.
China's moderate comments on
the incident have therefore been
interpreted as an attempt to avoid
infuriating its provocative Northern
partner, which it has sympathetic
communist ties with.
Some analysts have also pointed
out China's reluctance at getting
the United Nations involved, for fear
of giving the US an excuse to militarily intervene in the area.
The animosity between the United
States and North Korea has increased since President Obama
insisted on the North abandoning
its nuclear programme.

He has exercised caution in his response to the attack however, preferring to show his support for the
South in the least provocative manner possible.
With the North Korean government being so unstable, the international community is walking on
egg-shells in the aftermath of the
attack, the full long-term consequences of which have yet to be
determined.

pictures with us before leaving.
Not wanting to take no for an
answer, I waited around with my
steadfast photographer for Mr
Cable to satisfy his irrepressible
hunger.
When he finally emerged after
an hour and a half, his team
had a new excuse for us: he was
too busy. Too busy to spend five
minutes answering questions for a
student newspaper. I was promised
a phone interview in “a couple of
weeks”.
I was not fooled by the promise,
but decided to play along and to
give them a chance to contact me
again. Needless to say, I am still
waiting for the interview.
But who knows, maybe he will
have some time for me around
Christmas. Oh no, wait: he won't.
He's going to this year's Strictly
Come Dancing Christmas Special.
Busy man, Mr Cable.

Vince Cable enjoys dancing
		

Picture: shakinguppolitics.
wordpress.com

News
in Brief
George Osborne investigated:
The Equality and Human Rights
Commission have announced that
it is launching an investigation
into the Treasury's assessment of
the impact of the spending review
on women, disabled and ethnic
minority people.
Labour MPs against AV: A group
of Labour MPs, led by former
Foreign Minister Margaret Beckett and including David Blunkett,
Lord Reid, and Lord Falconer,
have pledged to vote against voting reform, going against Labour's
policy.
Happiness index: PM David Cameron launched his “happiness
index” last week. He announced
that the government was to assess people's quality of life along
with economic growth, an effort
to establish what the public needs
the most to be happy.

Defense minister Kim Tae-young
was forced to resign
Picture:connect.in.com

Miliband on Labour reforms: Labour will give its members power
to make real decisions, such as
the party's stance on university
tuition fees, in reforms planned
by Ed Miliband.
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Aid for Africa:
a vicious cycle?
By Andrew Jenkin
Deputy Editor

O

ver the last 50 years,
over $3trillion has been
ploughed into Africa and its
development, yet it remains the
only continent to have become
poorer in the last three decades.
Based on this fact alone it would
be easy to say ‘aid’ simply isn’t
working.
We live in a culture dominated
by misconceptions that donating
to Africa will help solve their
problems and stop their plight.
Western aid, given from a sense of
pity, is very difficult to challenge.
How can you fault someone who
is trying to help, especially when
one of the first experiences of
aid resulted in such a positive
outcome (The Marshall Plan in
1945)? Unfortunately, when it
comes to Africa, things are never
as simplistic as they would be
elsewhere – in fact, Zambian
author Dambisa Moyo argues aid
essentially disadvantages Africa,
and with good reason too.
In her book Dead Aid she lists
two major reasons why aid in
Africa doesn’t work. Unlike
other historically successful aid
interventions like the Marshall
Plan, aid in Africa will always be
needed - such is the extent of
their problems. This continual
need clearly makes development
unsustainable.
Perhaps most importantly is
the fact that aid money often
does not go into productive
causes and, consequently,
corrodes the incentives system
in many African countries (like
Ethiopia and Uganda). Aid is
essentially “free money”; therefore
governments do not see the need
to generate revenue by growing
their economies. Why work with
local entrepreneurs when you
can always go cap-in-hand to beg
from the Western man stemming
development. As the old saying
goes “Give a man a fish and
you feed him for a day. Teach a
man to fish and you feed him
for a lifetime.” This teaching can

By David Devereux

I

start this article with a confession: I am a very boring person.
I do not excite one’s interest in
anyway whatsoever. I saw my move
to university as an opportunity - to
be fascinating, to be the guy that’s
never dull. But three days into
Freshers week that hadn’t happened, so in a desperate bid to be
interesting I joined the skydiving
club. When I told people about my
new recreational activity somebody
described it as glamorous, and I
got images in my head of James
Bond jumping out of a jet, wearing a tuxedo. This was definitely
a move away from my otherwise
humdrum character.
However, sitting on the floor of
a small cabin with a 40-year-old
stranger between your legs kind of
sends the whole idea of “glamour”
out the window. The fact that the
fear is beginning to kick in doesn’t
help either…

also be applied to this context.
If you continue to feed African
governments they’ll continue to
take, knowing they can have cod
for dinner all week.
The aid-driven development
model, as Moyo argues, has not
and will not deliver economic
growth. The money is simply
misused by governments. Her
solution? Stop donating. It seems
like a shockingly heartless
response, however it would teach
many governments to become selfreliant and use the money they do
have more sustainably. The major
downfall of her solution is that
the short-term consequences of
this would simply be catastrophic.
The effects would be that the
less advantaged and most under
privileged would lose out and many
deaths would occur across the
whole of Africa.
Aid has created something
of a vicious cycle. Because
governments assume there will
be a continuous stream of aid
trickling into their pockets, many
choose to neglect developing and
sustaining various social services,
leaving charities to pick up the
slack. Similarly to aid this can also
have a negative knock-on effect as
governments won’t address these
issues in the future as a third party
is tending to them.
There are other solutions, all
of which have pros and cons.
Donating to charities that directly
do grassroots work in Africa is
often a very productive use of
funds, however, you often have
to accept that only a percentage
of your money will actually go
towards what you’ve donated to,
while the rest might seep into
corrupt hands. The question is, is
it worth accepting that someone
disadvantaged might only be
receiving a small part of the aid?
This again brings us back to Dead
Aid’s solution which is to simply
turn the tap and stop the aid from
trickling into Africa. But then, who
is really losing out?
This is a very complicated
argument which still has no
flawless solution. Only time will
tell.

Would stopping aid be beneficial to Africa in the long run?

Freefalling
I had been waiting a month for
a free weekend so I could do my
first jump, and finally the opportunity arose. I was to take-off
from Strathallan Airfield, which
uses small Cessna planes without
doors. As you can imagine, it was
quite cold. I curled up and knew
that all I could do at this point was
grit my teeth and bear it. As the
plane climbed and so did the dial
on the altimeter - from zero up to
a whopping 3,500ft. My restless
anticipation followed suit.
Then, the noise of the engine
suddenly dropped. I watched the
40-year-old I had become unwillingly close to jump out and disappear behind the plane. It was then
I realized what I was about to do.
Leap out of a plane into the sky,
into nothingness, and experience
a full four-second fall from 3500ft.
Number two shuffled forward. I

managed to hear him begin the
mantra we had had drilled into
our minds during training – “Arch
thousand, two thousand, check
canopy”. I only hea0d the first
arch.
Now it was my turn. I too shuffled
forward, and shivered due to a mix
of severe cold and mounting terror.
Death was but a foot away, and
in just a few moments I could be
meeting him. The instructor patted
me on the back and told me to put
my feet out. I’d underestimated
just how windy it would be, and my
lower half alone was close to being
blown away from the plane. I frantically tried to remember how I was
supposed to position myself (turn
to the side, one cheek out, don’t
look down, don’t look down).
“Go!”
Next thing I knew, I’d launched
myself out of the cabin.

Six hours of training, and I
remembered none of it! I did not
arch my back, I did not count until
the chute opened, and I did not
even open my arms. All I did was
lift my head up and gaze back
at the plane that was becoming
increasingly smaller. There is a
terrifying four-second fall that
feels like a heartbeat - you see
the ground and the sky and the
plane, all whilst you are spinning
uncontrollably as if you were a doll
being dropped from a tree. Your
brain is screaming at you and for a
horrifying second you forget about
the parachute, and think “this is
it”. But then, when all seems lost,
the chute opens and you are jerked
back upright. You calm, and an
odd peacefulness washes over you.
I’d managed to muck up my exit,
and instead of having spread my
arms out the wind managed to

Dave Hart, one of the founding members of the
diving from 10,000ft
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Fox Hunting ban: what was the point?
By Ross Cunningham

S

Picture: Chris Jenkin

e Stirling University Skydiving Club, shown

oon after its opening in
1999, the Scottish Parliament abolished tuition fees
for university students. It was
landmark legislation for this newly
devolved power to do things their
own way, and in the years since
then it has put a ban on smoking
in public places, and controversially released convicted mass
murderer Abdelbaset al-Megrahi to
go back to Libya. Another controversy came about in 2002, when
a ban was implemented on using
dogs to chase and kill wild foxes.
However this time it seemed that
the Scottish Parliament had almost
full backing from the public.
If Spain has its bull fighting, the
UK has its fox hunts. A legion of
smartly dressed horse masters
would take to the hill. The horn
would sound, and the dogs would
be released to search and destroy.
It had been going on in this country for hundreds of years, but now
it seemed this blood sport had had
its day. Times had changed.
At the beginning of the 21st
century the MSPs, stirred by the
idea that they could indeed drastically change laws that affected
their country, sought to have this
law changed. The majority of
the Scottish people thought that
subjecting a fox, or any animal, to
face such an inhumane death was
wrong and something that needed
to be changed.
So in 2002 the Protection of
Wild Mammals Act (Scotland)
was passed, which, we thought,
included a ban on hunting foxes
with dogs. Two years later, England
and Wales followed suit. There
were legal protests by pro-hunting
groups, but their shouts soon
faded into the background. For
many others, the report of the law
being passed sounded like great
news. And if you were a fox you
could start believing that the last
few minutes of your life would not
be spent running exhaustingly,
eventually being ripped apart by a
pack of bloodthirsty hounds.

blow my arm into my face, resulting in a smack on the lip. I checked
that everything was working and
then directed my thoughts to the
task of moving myself towards the
airfield. We all had radios strapped
to our helmets, and I could hear a
man from the ground directing us:
“two left toggle, left toggle”, then
“three, slight right toggle”. Three
was my number (and apparently
also my name) so I responded by
pulling on the right toggle, hence
moving me to the left. It’s really
not the most complicated of steering systems.
Then it was time to land. I pulled
both toggles so I would slow down.
I was now about 10ft above the
ground, which, if you’ve just been
at 3,500ft, looks really close to the
earth.
It’s an odd feeling when you land,
especially if you forget to tense
your legs as I did. I buckled and
was dragged a couple of feet, face
down, through the wet grass of the
airfield. Once I came to a standstill

But sadly for the general public,
and more importantly to the foxes,
any celebration would have been
short lived. The reality is that the
ban has not changed anything at
all. There are still fox hunts. There
are still legions of smartly dressed
horse masters taking packs of
hounds with them to hunt the fox,
to kill the fox. So why, after Holyrood went to such lengths to put a
ban on fox hunting with dogs, has
nothing really changed?
Currently it stands that as long
as there are firearms present
during the hunt it can be argued
that it was always the intention
to shoot the fox before the dogs
got to it first. The Scottish SPCA
(Scottish Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to An- imals) says that
the problem lies with the wording of the legislation. The Chief
Superintendent of the charity, Mike
Flynn, said that “the law as it was
drafted still allows dogs to be used
to “flush” a fox from cover with the
intention of it being shot (...) the
way around this is to have a legally
held firearm present (...) so that
they can claim the intention was to
have the fox shot and not killed by
dogs”. He also stated that this “is
a glaring loophole”.
Sometimes it is not even the
loophole that is the problem. The
hunts are still taking place, and if
they are not being regulated, who
is there to stop the hunters using
whatever means possible to catch
the fox? For example, Scottish Law
completely bans the use of terriers
as a part of fox hunts. However,
without any police presence during
these hunts, terriers are often being used to get to the foxes when
the larger hounds are not small
enough. When the fox manages
to make its way down a narrow
hole to hide, the terriers are small
enough to crawl inside to either
“dig out” the fox or, more gruesomely, the fox will be subjected
to a prolonged attack while stuck
down the hole until it is dead,
sometimes not even being able to
face its attacker. Sadly this takes
place on a regular basis.
Louise Robertson, from the

I rolled over and laughed at how
badly I’d done. My lip was swollen,
my hands were numb, and my
feet and face were soaked. In the
history of Strathallan Airfield there
had only ever been one death and
that was a suicide, and according
to Dropzone.com there have only
been 4 fatalities in the whole of
the UK. But it was more the possibility of broken legs or landing in a
lake, as well as my instincts telling
me we are not supposed to jump
out of airplanes that had been
making my heart hammer against
my chest. But now my feet were
firmly back on the ground, with no
legs broken and no lake in sight. I
packed up my chute and stumbled
back to the hangar, smiling and
chuckling away to myself, imagining the conversations I’d have the
following week:
‘I jumped out of a plane last
weekend, what did you do?’
Stirling Skydiving E-mail: stirling.
skydiving@googlemail.com

Foxes are still being killed by dogs, despite the ban that was put in place
Picture courtesy of League Against Cruel Sports

UK charity League Against Cruel
Sports, said that the monitoring of
illegal hunting by proper authorities was a major problem. She also
said that “the purpose of the Protection of Wild Mammals Act was
to remove the cruelty from hunting
and to prevent people actively
hunting for the purpose of sport
and entertainment. In Scotland
there haven’t been any convictions
under the Act so we would like
to see increased commitment to
enforce the legislation to ensure
anyone hunting illegally is brought
to justice.”
The main argument for fox
hunting is to keep their numbers
from overpopulating, as they can
become an obvious farmyard pest.

Brig’s Official

However, it is appalling to consider that this is a valid reason to
maintain the bloodlust of the people who are behind these hunts.
Animals across Scotland are killed
everyday in humane ways, so why
shouldn’t this very basic of treatments be extended to the fox?
After abolishing university tuition
fees, banning smoking in public
places, freeing a convicted terrorist, and more recently trying to
put a minimum price on units of
alcohol, the Scottish Parliament’s
decisions since its formation could
never be accused of lacking boldness. But why didn’t they just ban
fox-hunting for sport completely
when they had the chance?

What’s Hot/ What’s Not

Christmas

By Catriona McGale
Features Editor

Hot
Advent Calendars: What better
way to start the day than with a
novelty-shaped chocolate?
Christmas Markets: You don’t
need to travel to Germany to experience a traditional Christmas
market. Festive stalls will be set
up in Glasgow and Edinburgh
throughout the Christmas
period and on December 18th
the Stirling Farmer’s Market will
also be taking on a Christmas
theme.
Party Season: Let’s be honest,
it’s pretty much always party
season as a student, but come
Christmas it’s even bigger and
better.
Those Bright City Lights: Everywhere sparkles at Christmas.

Special

Not

Exams: December should be spent
sipping hot chocolate by the fire
and snuggling up to watch Christmas films, not swigging red bull
by your laptop to fuel an all-night
study session.
Stressful Shopping: In Christmas
films holiday shopping is a happy,
relaxing experience (with the
exception of Jingle All The Way, of
course), but in reality it involves
hour-long queues, frantically running between shops, and still going
home at least one present short.
When snow goes too far: After last
year we know exactly what that
means.
Being a Scrooge: What’s so wrong
with having one time of the year
where we can eat, drink and be
merry?!
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The Government Should Listen to Peaceful Protests
By John Sheppard
News Editor

H

as it come to this?

The violent protestors who
attacked Millbank Tower on November 10 claim that “this is the
only way the government is going
to listen” - are they right?
We’re all familiar with the concept of rioting. We see it on TV all
the time, rioters smashing windows and looting buildings. Usually, these images are coming to us
from war-torn nations like Iraq or
Afghanistan. Sometimes they come
from more developed nations, like
France, but never here - not for a
long time anyway. So it’s worth sitting up and paying attention when
the head office of the governing
political party is attacked during a
protest in this country.
I’m concerned with what this
says about what has become of
democracy in this country. I believe
in the idea that campaign action
based on single issues is a much
more relevant form of democracy than the electoral process
(anybody who doesn’t believe me,
check the difference between seats
and votes for each party). The idea
is that voting is an occasional and
increasingly meaningless process,
as parties now campaign on style
over substance. We only see what
the electorate really cares about
when they campaign in great numbers about one individual issue.

For our generation at least, this is
the new form of democracy.
This sounds fine, but there is a
tipping point, beyond which things
start to get very dangerous. This

“I have an idea. Maybe,
when people do protest
peacefully, the government should actually
pay attention to them.
I’m not saying legislation has to be passed
every time someone
waves a placard, but
the government needs
to give the public some
indication that their
voices are being heard
considered.’
is the point at which demonstrators feel the need to make their
voice heard to the extent where
they are prepared to use violence.
It’s like ‘mafia politics’ - maybe
you ignore us, maybe you get your
house smashed up. November 10
reached that point at Millbank
tower. Of course these violent
protestors were only a minority
group with anarchist connections,
but the fact remains that they did
what they did out of anger at the

Government. People are now angry
enough to use violence, that much
is clear.
I think a lot of this anger may
stem from frustration. This Coalition Government has led many
to feel disenfranchised by the
political system - the majority of
voters did not elect the current
prime minister, and feel that their
voices have been ignored by the
political process. This is what I
would ultimately blame for the fact
that people have now resorted to
violence. They do genuinely believe
that it is the only way the government will pay attention to them,
and they may have a point.
How should we stop this happening again then? I have an idea.
Maybe, when people do protest
peacefully, the government should
actually pay attention to them. I’m
not saying legislation has to be
passed every time someone waves
a placard, but the government
needs to give the public some
indication that their voices are being heard and their views are being
considered. Otherwise, all political
action is going to feel like shouting
at a brick wall, and people will turn
violent after a while. Yes it’s stupid,
yes it’s dangerous, yes it’s deplorable, but people are idiots. Sooner
or later, everyone snaps, and I fear
that November 10 will not be the
last riot we see if the government
does not make some concessions.
People need to see evidence that
the right way works before they’ll
stop doing it the wrong way.

Buying shoes: sole destroying
By
Simon
Ewing

“...they had a good
number of holes, even
ones for your feet to go
into, though I judged
it too early in our
relationship to see if
the ones in Cameron’s
face did the same
thing.”

Arrested: is it worth it? A small but growing portion of the population
would say yes
Picture: Rajmund Bakonyi

inside it and he looked like he
would have one of those useful
names which you can use as a first
name or a last name, like Cameron or Robinson or Scott. I said
to him: “gnh!” He said that was
great, he’d leave me to it and then
he left me to it. That’s Cameron all
over. He’s so dependable. I did a
thing with my eyebrows and chin to
say thanks, Cameron, then I went
around the shop to look at some
of the shoes, picking them up and
sniffing them. After a few dirty
looks I was persuaded just to concentrate on the ones that people
weren’t already wearing.
I found a pretty cool pair. Like
Cameron’s face they had a good
number of holes, even ones for
your feet to go into, though I
judged it too early in our relationship to see if the ones in CamSchuh...not as straightforward as it looks
Picture: Susan Jones eron’s face did the same thing. But
did these shoes look cool? Did they
go with the rest of my clothes?
alking to shop assistants is one
It was just my luck that the Schuh
Were they waterproof? Durable?
of those things – along with
store in the Thistle Centre was
Appropriate for formal occasions?
oven pizzas, reading books in the
doing a “buy one shoe get one
What did they think about the
free” deal, so I decided to get all
bath, and the sexual chemistry
university cuts? Did they prefer
between Kate and Sawyer in Lost –
over that bargain like rain gets all
smooth or crunchy peanut butter? I
which I’ve always thought sounded
over some cars when it’s raining
knew that Cameron had answers to
pretty neat in theory, but in
in a car park. With all this water
all these questions and more, so I
practise has never really worked. I
imagery you might get the idea
squinted at him until he came over,
was reminded of this last Saturday
that my shopping expedition went
then I seized up.
SWIMMINGLY but could you be
when I went shoe shopping in a
I always seize up in situations like
shoe shop to buy some shoes.
more wrong? The answer is an
this. I don’t know how to communiA few weeks ago, I got a hole in
emphatic “yeah I guess so.”
cate with people like Cameron. He
one of my shoes and because of
So I headed into the shop and
had all this shoey knowledge in his
a guy came up to me to ask if he
ALL THE RAIN IN STIRLING I soon
big shoey head and I didn’t know
could help me. He had a nice face
became aware that something wet
any way of getting at it without
was afoot. My foot to be precise!
with the right number of holes

T

undoing the shoelaces on his face,
but that wouldn’t have worked
because the shoe thing was a
metaphor. Then I wondered what
I was doing shopping for metaphors in the first place but then I
remembered that it was only the
shoe of Cameron’s head that was
metaphorical.
My problem was that I needed a
way of getting a shoe in the door
(of Cameron’s knowledge) but the
shoe was on the other foot now
(his knowledge’s foot) and, in the
words of the Danish shoe proverb
that Google just told me about,
it is of no use making shoes for
geese. I don’t know how to use
people like Cameron as a resource
though. The more he knew about
shoes, the less capable I felt of
coming up with a question that
he wouldn’t sneer at. How much
was I meant to know about shoes?
I didn’t know. I don’t know what I
want with these things.
The way it ended up, I just waved
the shoe in Cameron’s face and
said “Eleven?” Cameron got some
size elevens. They kind of fitted so
I bought them. Then I went home
and decided they were giving me
pins and needles but they’d do OK.
Then I remembered Saturday night
was cauliflower cheese night so I
made some cauliflower cheese. I
thought I could put the leftovers
in my shoe box and give them to
Cameron the next day but then I
just ate it all myself.
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My First Stirling Semester
piled a short list of ‘important
points’ learnt in my first semester. You may find these useful,
speaking as a fresher to fellow
fresher-ette, or you may have never
encountered any of these thoughts
in the busy revision-filled period
faced in the run up to the exams.
Either way, when the exams are
over, crack open the bottle of
mulled wine, rescue the mince pies
from the cupboard, and have a
lovely Christmas.

By Sarah Maclean-Morris

S

o, it has been two months since
overflowing suitcases and the
patter of fresh meat frequented
Stirling University once again.
For some, the experience was
a complete culture shock, whilst
others enjoyed their new-found independence, free, for the first time,
from the rules and constraints of
home.
As I first unpacked my clothes,
and alcohol, I had no idea how
university life would treat a girl
whose talents consist only of bad
karaoke and accidentally burning
flat mates with saucepans.
Well the answer is: not too bad
actually. Providing your flat mates
are as understanding and insouciant as mine are, you might just be
in the same position.
You may have chosen to throw
yourselves into numerous societies
and clubs, establishing yourself
as a social mover and shaker. Or if
like me, you have given the daylight
a wide berth in the first fortnight,
not quite realizing that 2 days had
passed since you last slept, or ate
for that matter.
However, having now spent your
first semester at Stirling, you can
be assured that you’ve still more to
discover, and yes, definitely more
to learn.
Budget cuts, floods and reindeer
meat are just some of the diverse

It seems you can do all this and
still pass your degree
Picture: Susan Jones

issues that have made it into the
news during this semester. The
story however, travelling from
lip to lip is Lord Browne’s report
on higher education that fuelled
that London protest on the 10th
November. You cut costs at BP.
Consequence, Texas City Refinery
explosion. Cut University funding,
and the consequences?
Despite all the doom and gloom
of the media I, in the spirit of
Christmas generosity have com-

- You can manage five consecutive
nights out and still make those
9am seminars.
- During essay time, the library is
actually a useful resource.
- Fruit Pastilles don’t actually count
as one of your five a day.
- It is possible to play Gaelic football in a dress... and ballet pumps.
- No Nick, we no longer agree with
you.
- No matter how tidy you leave the
kitchen, it will be a mess by the
time you get back.
- Despite your best efforts, the lasagne you made will never be a patch
on your mum’s (or dad’s).
- No, the bus drivers do not want
your eye contact, let alone conversation.
- When life gives you lemons, pop
them in a vodka spritzer and carry
on.
- Tesco Value Vodka isn’t ‘value’ at
all.

Remember this,
this Christmas
By Simon Leigh

D

ecember traditionally means
one thing, exams. Oops, no
that’s just for us students, for the
rest of the people (Christians at
least) it mean Christmas.
Recently, it was Remembrance
Day, or, as most people know it,
Poppy Day. This serves as a way of
remembering those members of
the armed forces who have fallen
in battle since the First World War.
Apart from the pomp and ceremony that marks the occasion, dotted
about Stirling were various veterans collecting money and handing
out poppies in return. Now I know
it’s not very student of me to admit that I felt that more than just
obliged to make a donation.
Finding myself in Tesco on November 11, I was touched by the
resolve of the two gentlemen braving the onslaught of evening shoppers, most of them students who
were just walking on past. These
people have done a lot for our
country and deserve recognition
for their work. The least we can do
is give a little to help those who are
less fortunate. The two-pound coin
I deposited in the collection tin
was very well received.
You might be wondering what
this has to do with Christmas. The
ethos of Christmas is one of giving and Peace on Earth, whereas
Remembrance Day commemorates
peace derived from war. I realised

that in fact, although the two
seem remote they have common
ground, the idea of giving. To us
students, Christmas gives us a
chance to spend time with our
families and give us an excuse
to get mortally drunk. What
traditionally was a festival of
celebration has evolved into one
of excess where we eat too much,
drink too much and spend a little
too much time with that annoying
aunt who we only see once a year.
Sitting around the kitchen table
in my flat earlier in the week, the
topic of Christmas was raised. My
flatmates and I agreed that there
was no need to buy each other
token gifts.
However, we should all remember those out there who are
unable to give a gift to someone
this Christmas, be it material or
just a few words to make the other
person smile.
As students we are the next generation, those who should strive to
make a difference. Recently some
of those amongst us travelled
to London to try and change the
government’s opinion on changes
to tuition fees. Trying to make a
difference.
I say that Christmas is worthy
of such effort! If all you do this
Christmas is make one small gesture by giving a little of your time,
money or thought to someone
who needs it, even a smile. Just
remember that you’re one of the
fortunate, lucky enough to receive
a world-class education. My message this Christmas is to give all
you can.

Coca-Cola and Cash: The True Meaning of Christmas
By V Tickle

J

ingle bells, Christmas sells
Go and spend your cash!
The lights are up, the shelves
are stocked;
So go get out there fast!

Yes, it’s that wonderful time of
year again, the decorations are
up in late October, the ‘perfect for
Christmas’ deals arrive in store
and THE Coca-Cola advert graces
our television screens. Some
people may have a big problem
with how early Christmas seems to
arrive each year, but really, I don’t
see anything wrong with it. Christmas may cause stress for some of
us, but it all pays off on that one
day, and the three-month build up
is worth it.
Many may argue that the ‘meaning of Christmas’ has been lost,
but I don’t think it has. It all
depends on what your meaning is. For me, as an atheist, it’s
always been about the fat man
who sneaks into your house in the
middle of the night and leaves you
all of your favourite toys in the
living room once a year. And when
it boils down to it, what’s wrong
with that? Ok, now I know that
Santa does not exist, and that it’s
you and me and everyone else who
buys the presents, but really, it’s
still all the same.
‘But what about the baby Jesus?’

I hear some of you cry! Well if for
some the meaning of Christmas
is to celebrate Christ’s birth (on a
stolen day from a pagan festival,
in winter when he was born in

summer) then that is their choice,
and if they choose to show this by
not taking part in buying frivolous
decorations and overpriced knickknacks for stockings then that’s

ok with me. But just because of
this they shouldn’t rant and rave
that the meaning of Christmas has
become corrupted and commercialised! When all is said and done,

Crowds, commercialism and cold weather. What’s not to be merry about?
Picture: images.allmoviephoto.com

can you think of a better way to
have fun than to gather everyone
together, open gifts, eat till your
trousers don’t close and watch sobad-its-good TV?
Speaking of TV, I think it’s a
genius idea to show Christmas
adverts really early. If it wasn’t
for the masses of high street
stores that advertise on TV, in
the magazines or in shop display
windows we would actually have to
put thought into the gifts we buy
people! In today’s busy lifestyle its
exhausting making truly thoughtful
and unique gift decisions, thank
to adverts the thought process
simplifies itself down to “Aunt
Frieda has baths not showers...I’ll
buy her a hamper of bath time
beautifying products.” Job done.
And in the end, she’ll probably end
up using that more than the amazingly unique and personalised gift
you might have thought up without
adverts.
All I’m saying is that all you Holiday Humbugs should lay off the
commercialised side of Christmas.
Some of us like it and we all
benefit a little from it in some way,
be it the turkey dinner, the smile
of decorating the Christmas tree
with family or just the national
aura of happiness. If you’re still
not convinced, take it up with the
economy, because nothing likes a
commercialised Christmas like the
economy!
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Happiest Place on
Earth: my Costa
Rican Experience
By Anna Jordan

L

ast June, I went to Costa Rica
with volunteer organisation
International Student Volunteers (ISV).
There were several projects taking
place all over the Central American
country, including teaching, conservation and regeneration.
Landing in San Jose was a
strange experience- it was the first
time I had seen nightfall in sixteen
hours. It was time to embrace ‘the
happiest place on Earth’
The city of Heredia (close to San
Jose) was lively and vibrant with
a whole host of bars, restaurants
and entertainment to offer.
Exhausted, I collapsed on to my
bed, with the booming bass of the
casino echoing next door.
The rest of the participants arrived at the hotel the next day to
prepare for the journey ahead.
The journey down to Gandoca
(where our project was based) was
twelve hours long.

The coach ride took us through
the heart of Costa Rica, the rural
villages, the bigger towns and the
glorious bounty of the rainforest.
Gandoca was a beautiful place, a
small and friendly community that
was very accommodating to the
volunteers who visited.
WIDECAST, the organisation
that runs the turtle conservation
projects, has been running since
2007 and has helped raise awareness of the dangers facing sea
turtles and other endangered sea
life. Costa Rican communities commonly used to poach sea turtles
for their meat and oil.
Poachers would steal their eggs
as they were believed to be an aphrodisiac by wealthy businessmen.
This used to be the main source
of the local’s income.
Now, they can make money by
providing accommodation for volunteers. In addition, they can sell
their homemade food and crafts to
make more money for their community.
In Gandoca, a local resident

Taming North Korea:
only fools rush in
By Anton Bulkin

W

hen I am discussing the
future of the peace and
stability in the East Asia
and, in particular, in the Korean
Peninsula with my liberal-minded
friends, I hear the opinion that the
communist regime in Pyongyang
must be overthrown.
After the provision of the stable
and predictable government, which
will be ready for negotiation with
the great powers and readiness to
make concessions during it, the
hostility and the possibility of war
will disappear. They also argue that
it will be possible to control the
refugee’s movements from North
Korea, which will appear after the
destabilization of this state. People
will be moving to neighbouring
countries in order to find jobs, food
and protection. I find these ideas
irresponsible.
Firstly, North Korea is a nuclear
power. Their missiles, according
to military experts, are not able to
reach the USA, but they can attack
close American allies like Japan
and South Korea. Secondly, Western powers proved their inability to
provide a security on the occupied
territories. Considering the example is the failure in Iraq, when the
sectarian massacres appeared in
2007. 40 nations’ troops took part
in this intervention. Liberals tend
to believe that there are lots of dissidents in PDRK, but it is obvious
that the majority of population will
fight against interveners. North
Korean society is very patriotic,

loyal to the rulers and hostile
towards foreign threats. Thirdly, in
a possible cause of war, hundreds
of thousands will try to escape the
country and only violence will be
able to stop it. Fragile Asian peace
would be under serious threat.
The attempt to punish North
Korea for the creating of nuclear
weapons is useless. The only way
for Pyongyang to survive is the
ownership of it, because they have
the guarantee of their sovereignty.
The global community is interested
in a stable PDRK. Western powers
have had a bad experience with the
potential aggressor’s mediation,
such as in the Munich agreement
in 1938. Therefore they are still
afraid of making any concessions.
The main attention must be concentrated on the non-proliferation
of nuclear weapons in other states
and NGO’s. It seems to me that
North Korea has proved its ability
to survive after the collapse of
the USSR, when many experts
predicted the quick dissolution of
PDRK. Thus, in order to maintain
the political stability in Eastern
Asia, the global community should
change the rhetoric about the
North Korean regime and restart
economic cooperation. Only when
the PDRK does not feel endangered and when it develops its
own view on democracy and the
structure of society, will stability in
this region be secured.
To comment on this article, feel
free to email
antonbulkin@yahoo.com

crafted jewellery from cow horn,
cow bone and coconut using tools
from his workshop in his back garden. The jewellery is consistently
popular with volunteers.
There were two different types
of shift that we did on project; the
first was four-hour shifts patrolling
up and down the beach between
8pm-4am. If the mother turtle lays
her nest in a vulnerable area, the
eggs will be moved to the hatchery or further back the beach to
protect them. The second was six
hour hatchery shifts where two
people would watch the nests in
and around the hatchery, if a nest
hatched, it would be their responsibility to make sure that the nest
hatches safely and the babies are
released in to the water.
Volunteers would also take part
in regular beach cleans to clear
debris from trees and a nearby
volcano.
Since WIDECAST started their
work, poaching has been reduced
to 1% and community life has
changed in Gandoca.

Anna took the opportunity last year to travel to Costa Rica to help preserve
Picture: Anna Jordan
the indigenous sea turtle population			
Doing this project has opened
about Costa Rica is that no matter
my eyes to how easy it is to make
where you are, there will always be
greener choices in life and how little
a hammock nearby with the feint
it takes to do so. It was a wonderful
sound of Bob Marley playing in the
experience that I wouldn’t hesitate
background.
to do again.
Now I know why it’s the happiest
One of the wonderful things
place on Earth.

Brazil welcomes its first female president
By Aya Kawanishi

W

hile Mid-Term election saw
the declining support for US
president, South America cheered
for Brazil’s first female president
backed by the nation’s current
leader who still grips appalling 80%
citizens’ approval. Latin politics is
hot now.
Dilma Rousseff is the first female
president in Brazil, it was revealed
on 31 October in local time by
Ricardo Lewandowski of Brazil's
electoral court. Rousseff from the
Workers Party (PT) won 56% of the
vote against 44 % for the opponent
José Serra of the Brazilian Social
Democracy Party (PSDB).
The female politician’s victory
was regarded as remarkable since
politics is still mainly dominated by
men in Brazil setting a hurdle higher
for women to gain access to become
a politician. However, Telma Montes
McGeoch, a Brazilian student at
University of Glasgow, said that
the election result was not hard to
guess.

“Brazil has changed a lot
in the last few decades. We
had lots of things to hope”
- Telma Montes
‘It is a quite new wave in Brazil.
But I kind of expected her. Most
people did because the president
Lula supports her and people support him. It’s good news,’ she said.
The current Brazilian president
Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva who is to
leave office on 1 January 2011 still
gains 80% of vast majority support.
Mostly because his social policies
known as Bolsa Familia (family

grant) which effectively saved some
20million Brazilians out of poverty
and subsequently reduced the nation’s inequality rate during his eight
years in office.
‘Brazil has changed a lot in the last
decades. We had lots of things to
hope. The president has done a lot
for education, health and creating

Dilma Rousseff was recently made
Brazil’s first female president
Picture: commons.wikimedia.org

more jobs.’
The programme helps children
in a poor family to go to school
than work. It provides money so to
prevent the child’s absence at school
from more than 15%. School means
not only they receive education but
to have medical checks and school
meals – which fulfil basics of The
Convention on the Rights of the
Child.
Mateus Vitoria Medeiros from
Brazil who studies Aquaculture at
University of Stirling said that despite the grant scheme’s success, he
would have voted for the opposition

candidate, José Serra.
‘I wasn’t in Brazil during this election, but if I was there I would have
voted for the other candidate.
‘Brazil was one of the few countries that were little affected by the
last economic crisis. Because of
that, many people think that Brazil
is rich now. We are a developing
country which has big problems
such as the poor education system
and political corruption. I think
Brazil will have a good future if you
could solve these two main problems,’ the Master’s degree student
said.
Whilst acknowledging the family
scheme’s outcomes which turned
out to be more effective in rural
regions, the 25-year-old said that
more needs to be done than just
giving out money to solve poverty in
these areas.
‘Lula created a programme to give
money to poor families to keep their
children at school instead of working. It's a good idea but because
schools are very bad in these poor
areas, after finishing the school
there is no option for them. I would
invest to improve the quality of the
school for these children so when
they finish the school they are prepared for the world.’
The data from CIA World Factbook
shows that the country still suffers
from a great poverty. Brazil was
109th in GDP per capita which indicates GDP divided by population in
the world in 2009. It also reported
that more than one in four in population still lived below poverty line
in 2008.
The new president will come in to
office next year taking the president’s seat from Lula.
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Noticeboard
No jobs for
graduates?
Less gloom
please….
Every news item seems to be spreading the word that there are no jobs, your
degree is useless. Well, here at the Career Development Centre we think it’s
time to redress the balance.
If there are no jobs why do we have a thriving vacancy website with new jobs
for graduates being added every single day? Why do we have employers
targeting the university to find ways to speak to you? Why do we have so
many success stories from the graduates of 2010?
It’s time to bring your head out from under that pile of sand. It’s time to
realise that employers want you. Yes, you.
Yes, it’s a difficult time for everyone, we’re not denying that. But if you have
the right attitude, the right ambitions and the right plans, you can and will
find a good job when you graduate.

You could take the easy way out and complain there are no jobs,
so there’s no point in thinking about your future, or you can
MAKE IT HAPPEN.
Go out and get yourself the skills employers are looking
for, make yourself into that perfect candidate.
Check out our vacancy site for internships,
graduate vacancies work experience and more.

Come in and speak to
a Careers Adviser and
PLAN YOUR FUTURE!

Careers not top of your to do list
during exams?
Don’t panic, we’re still here
when they’re over.
Why not drop into the Career
Development Centre in
room 3A1 Cottrell for advice?
Come along to our Careers Open Day on
Tuesday 14th December to celebrate the
end of exams and enjoy some festive
cheer with free mince pies!

Snow: In Pictures

The first snow of the semester, from left to right: Families make the most of the
snow; a student struggles across the link bridge; Pendreich Way resembles a ski
lodge under inches of snow		
Pictures: Will Grant
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Klaus Says Bye Bye

After four years of
rigorous touring, recording and a slot on
Orange Unsigned Jon
Mills, the man behind
Klaus Says Buy The
Record tells brig Music Editor Ross Dunn
why he’s saying goodbye to his band.

K

laus is probably the best thing
to come from reality music
programmes. I, like many,
watched Klaus and Yashin on Channel 4’s reality show, which Tommy
Reilly would go on to win. There was
something about Klaus, his bare

feet and his wee drummer Inigo
that made his music so captivating
and blissful.
You’d think that there would be
some animosity between the two
acoustic wonders, after Tommy won
Orange Unsigned.
“Tommy is the man, I love Tommy.
The best thing about him actually is
that even after all the chart success
and sold out tours, he’s actually
stayed to his roots. I suppose that’s
part of the reason so many people
love him. He’s a great songwriter
but you can really see the honesty
through his music. I saw him a
few months ago and we had an ale
together. Good man.”
Tommy has even influenced Jon’s
lyrics in his song Into The Blue:
“The Glasgow mention from Into
the Blue actually came from Tommy
Reilly. He rang me on the day we
were recording it and played Battlezoo down the phone to me with
some of his friends playing in the
background. The line used to be
‘That night in London town’. His
beautiful little accent inspired us to
change it.”
So why after so many great songs
and tours is Jon waving goodbye to
Klaus?
“I finally decided to call it a day
about half way through the last
tour.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER ONE 2010
Who’s it going to be? Do we really care?

By Nina Glencross
Music Editor
& Andy MacDonald

W

hat would you like to see as Christmas
Number One? So far there have been
Facebook campaigns set up to get The
Trashmen’s Surfin’ Bird, Pantera’s Walk or
the Mortal Kombat theme to the coveted
festive hot-slot. Not to mention the Cage

Haven’t you heard? The bird is the word
Against The Machine campaign to get
John Cage’s 4’33”, a.k.a. a few minutes
of absolute silence. Even our very own
PopArt are having a go at competing for
the Christmas top spot with their more
traditionally festive tune Is It Cold Enough To
Snow? Mildly amusing, but what brig Music
would personally like on the Christmas Day

airwaves is a crap
cover song by
whatever irksome
dunderhead wins
the X Factor.
Why? Because
we honestly
couldn’t care less
about the charts,
so may as well
just appease the
moronic masses
that need Simon
“High Trousers”
Rage Against The Machine play a free victory gig in Finsbury Park
Cowell and Louis
“Punch-The-Air-And-Talk-In-Broken-UpCowell is not the all-knowing be-all-and-endStatements-While-I-Tell-This-Contestantall he thinks he is. It hopefully left them
How-Good-They-Were-To-Annoy-Simon”
with the sentiment that their number one
Walsh to dictate their favourite artists to
celebrations are meaningless, because the
them.
masses of true music fans outweigh the
Don’t get us wrong, when last year’s Rage
mindless cattle that sit behind the tiresome
Against The X Factor Facebook campaign
panel of judges.
was successful in getting Rage Against The
Another unoriginal Facebook campaign
Machine’s Killing In The Name to Christmas
was inevitable, of course. Since the success
Number One, beating sickly show-winner
of last year’s campaign, everyone thinks
Joe McElderry to the top spot, we were over
they’re in which a chance of screwing over
the moon. It was hilarious and spawned
the X Factor. With there being so many
some great quotes from the jaded seconddifferent Facebook campaigns this year,
placer in the form of “Can you imagine
there doesn’t seem to be any with the same
the grandmas hearing this over Christmas
level of popularity as the Rage campaign.
lunch?” and “[Rage] wouldn’t get through to
But even if there was, wouldn’t it be best
boot camp: they’re just shouting.”
to dwell on victories and not sour the afterBut screwing over the X Factor again just
taste by promoting stupid novelties ahead
takes away from the statement that the
of the next ITV-approved warbler? It’d probRage fiasco had. When they were anably only be funny for about five minutes –
nounced as winners, it was a victory for art
by which time the X Factor winner would be
and democracy. It was music lovers nationforgotten about anyway.
wide showing – in an inverse way, of course
– that the charts aren’t important and that

“At the time I had just started a
new solo project just for fun, but that
made me realise that I wasn’t really that passionate about creating
acoustic music any longer. Being a
full time struggling musician really
takes its toll when you spend so
much time on your own.”
Klaus has some fond memories
of being in the band and recalls
a humorous incident from Orange
Unsigned:
“The best thing I remember was
while Alex Zane was interviewing the
Scarlot Harlots in Cardiff. They were
all sitting on sofas and there were
film and lighting crews all around
telling everyone to be quiet. It was all
very serious but meanwhile our singer, Poppy was leaning up against the
sofa behind them doing her French
homework, completely unaware of
what was going on. Nobody spotted
her. Ini and I couldn’t stop laughing.”
But if you’re going to miss Klaus
- fret not, this is not the last we’ve
heard from Jon:
“Right now I’m being kept extremely busy with recording an assortment
of new things, and writing for other
people. It’s quite rewarding actually
just to be back at home and creating
new music with other people.
“I just started playing guitar for a
band called Joeyfat; they were on the
Green Day Dookie tour. Mental.”

brig NIBS

The latest music news
AXL TO SUE GUITAR HERO CREATORS
Axl Rose is suing Activision over allegations
that they have broken promises to ensure
former G’N’R guitarist Slash would not appear as an avatar in Guitar Hero III during
Welcome To The Jungle and that no Velvet
Revolver tracks would feature in the game.
Oh Axl, do us all a favour, would you?

DEFTONES WANT TO WORK WITH
ENO

So, this is interesting. Deftones frontman
Chino Moreno has said that one day the
band would love to work with innovative
musical wizard Brian Eno. Says Moreno,
“For someone who’s been in the game for
as long as he has to still be making music
and beats that are unorthodox and matching that with music that’s still serene, that
makes for a very dynamic record.”

TAKEAWAY
ORDERS
X FACTOR RESULTS

PREDICT

We shit you not. Research has shown that
when viewers get bored during certain acts,
they take this time to order takeaways online. Thus, the more orders there are during a certain act, the less popular they are.
Your mind = blown.

COX JOINS D:REAM
TIME’S SAKE”

“FOR

OLD

Ex-D:Ream keyboardist-cum-celeb physicist Brian Cox has announced he will be
laying down some keys for the band’s forthcoming album. But unfortunately due to
work commitments, it’s unlikely that he’ll
join the band on tour after the album’s release.
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SINGLE REVIEWS
Dive Dive - Liar

Young Guns - Weight of
The World

Talk To Angels - Fairytale
of New York

W

hilst Liar is pleasant enough it
fails to leave any impression or
encourage you to come back for more.
However, the similarities between lead
singer Jamie Stuart and Keith Murray from We Are Scientists
is genuinely scary. Three minutes of likeable enough, throwGraeme Young
away rock.

W

eight of The World marks the new
single from new kids on the block,
Young Guns. It’s difficult for a modern
rock band to come across as unique
but there’s something special about them. This is an excellent
song especially for Funeral For A Friend fans. Ones to watch
out for in 2011.
Ashleigh Dodds

Y

Japanese Voyeurs – Milk
Teeth

Joe McElderry - Someone
Wake Me Up

Mangomad feat. Solareye –
A New Parable

M

S

I

ilk Teeth is the latest single from
London four piece, Japanese
Voyeurs. Instrumentally, it mixes heavy
grunge guitars complemented with a distorted slap bass
composition. However, the vocals resemble the noise of a cat
being stood on. I never thought it was possible to scream out
of tune.
Ashleigh Dodds

omeone wake me up because I’m
comatose. Not really, I’m not going
to lie to brig readers though; this song
is great. Wee Joe has planted another masterpiece in the
charts, filled with liquid soundscapes and crashing crescendos that elevate that temporary high that bit further.
Ross Dunn

ou may think this song has been
covered one too many times and
you’d probably be right in thinking that.
But although Talk to Angels may not
carry the drunken swagger of The Pogues, they do give this
festive classic a refreshing contemporary makeover.
Nina Glencross

f you’ve ever heard Flobots then this
new track from Mangomad will have
a strong sense of familiarity. Strong,
powerful driving vocals from Stanley Odd’s Solareye add to
this connection as the track builds with tension and suspense while his broad Scottish accent brings it a lot closer
to home.
Nina Glencross

ALBUM REVIEWS
The Wanted - The Wanted

A

s much as I find them so pretty I
could cry, the album is a bit of a flop.
In other words, if I were a fourteen
year old girl and all I had to worry about
was my maths homework and whether the
boy in my chemistry class liked me back,
then I’d love it.
The Wanted have nothing on the boy bands
I remember. Fair enough their songs are
written by someone else and they’ve been
dressed by someone else but the songs
have nothing catchy like Take That had in
their heyday.
The song that makes me cringe the most
is Let’s Get Ugly which apparently has a
spaghetti western influence. To be honest,
it’s just terrible. The fact it starts with that
western warble harmonica just alters pop-

Kanye West - My Beautiful
Dark Twisted Fantasy

music and it doesn’t
make them original.
The album does
improve slightly with some more intense
listening but it’s still pretty lousy. The only
decent songs on the album are Heart Vacancy and Replace Your Heart but even then,
that’s because I like soppy girly music. No
one else my age would enjoy it. I guess
they’ve hit their target market?
However, I will keep those two songs as my
guilty pleasure but this album and band
are going nowhere. I hate to say it because
I would gladly marry any one of them but
they’re songs are bin juice.
I’ll keep the album on my iPod but I
wouldn’t tell anyone to buy it. It really isn’t
worth it.
Nicola Smith

T

aylor Swift, that’s the elephant out the
room. Now we can concentrate on the
fact that this is easily Kanye West’s
best album since his debut, College Dropout.
The much maligned hip-hop superstar has
become a bit of a joke figure in recent times
but this blistering return to form should
give the sort of real critical reception he
deserves. West has always suffered more due
to his public persona than anything related
to his musical content. On My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy he crafts together such a
varied array of songs and manages to get
them to fit perfectly with each other. Power
is the album’s first real statement of intent
and builds mostly around a tribal style chant.
It gets you in the mood for things to come.
The sheer volume of collaborators, ranging from Bon Iver to La Roux, as well as an

LIVE REVIEWS
Die Antwoord
SWG3, Glasgow
12/11/10

D

ie Antwoord “represent South
African culture”. So consider this
a lesson.
Yo-landi Vi$$er, Die Antwoord’s
sexy albino lady entered the stage
after DJ Hi-Tek, followed by Ninja,
their terrifying front-man and broke
into Wat Kyk Jy, which roughly means
“What are you looking at?”. The
audience erupted, and Ninja literally
hurled himself at the crowd, whilst
Yo-Landi stood on a platform twisting
in some gold PVC pants.
Die Antwoord didn’t take long to
play their ‘hit’ Enter The Ninja which

just prompted the crowd to go that
bit more ballistic. This was followed
by the classic track, Beat Boy or Zef
Side as the shorter version is known.
One of the many highlights was
Scopie. This involves Yo-Landi doing
a bit of provocative dancing whilst
singing “I got what you want boy, I
got what you want, no you’re never
gonna get it, so you might as well
forget it.”

“If you don’t like funerals, don’t kick
sand in Ninja’s face“

assortment of hiphop A-listers sets
alarm bells ringing but West manages to
mould these unlikely side characters with
alarming effect. The track Monster, which
features the aforementioned Bon Iver and
the impressive Nicki Minaj is a sneering
low-fi masterpiece. He follows that up with
Runaway, which will surely go down as one
of his finest moments and lyrics such as “I
was never a romantic, I couldn’t take the
intimacy” register in a way that very few
rap artists currently do. It sounds almost
cliché to say, but behind all the bravado,
he is genuinely the most exciting hip-hop
artist (outwith Lupe Fiasco) around today.
I urge you to forget the public relations disaster that he so often is and listen to this
absolutely majestic album.
Graeme Young

Win a pair of tickets
But everything took a turn for
the worst when a member of the
audience decided his can of Red
Stripe was no longer enjoyable, and
proceeded to slam the remnants of
his tin at singer Ninja, but missed
and covered an otherwise composed
DJ Hi-Tek, who threw the can back
(at the wrong guy). Ninja, being a
firm believer in retribution, found the
patron that launched the missile and
brought him on stage for a public
shaming, so the burly DJ Hi-Tek
could give him a South African Kiss.
Ninja then announced that the band
were taking the assassin backstage,
and would be back shortly.
When the band returned, we were
treated to Wat Pomp, which translates
to “What’s up/What’s pumping?”. Die
Antwoord then threw out Fish Paste,
before rounding off their astonishing
set in just over an hour and inviting
the crowd to the streets, for a fight
with the member of the audience.
Ross Dunn

Plus Zane Lowe + Magnetic Man + Calvin Harris

Braehead Arena 17.12.10
deadmau5 returns to the UK in December to embark
on his biggest tour to date, and will be making history
as he becomes the first ever electronic artiste to headline London’s legendary Earls Court. deadmau5 has
assembled an amazing line up of electronic artistes
to join him on what is set to be the biggest electronic
music tour of the year including BBC Radio 1’s Zane
Lowe, one of the hottest dubstep acts on the circuit,
Magnetic Man and self proclaimed re-inventor of disco, Calvin Harris.
For your chance to win all you need to do is answer the
following question and send it to music@brignewspaper.com by Friday 10th Decemeber. The first email
we recieve with the correct answer wins the pair of
tickets.

What is the title of deadmau5’ forthcoming
album?
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“It could happen to anyone”
Supported by The Polish Association in Stirling, current Film and Media
students Miroslaw Czubaszek and Mateuz Pastewka have produced a gritty
feature drama about the harsh realities of being a Polish student in Scotland
during the credit crunch. Film Editor Garry Gallon caught up with the duo
ahead of the film’s premiere in the Macrobert Centre on December 12th.

O

n December 12 the Macrobert Centre will play host
to the Polish Association of
Stirling and the screening of a feature film produced and filmed in
and around Stirling, and featuring
a cast headed by polish amateur
actors from the area. Written and
directed by Miroslaw Czubaszek,
and with cinematography by
Mateusz Pastewka, the film aims
to tell a story from the viewpoint
of polish immigrants, something
rarely seen in films made by the
industry, nevermind student fare.
The students decided to produce
the film when the Association
expressed their interest to screen
a film made by Polish students at
the University. “We made the movie
for the Polish association and we
had a great response from the
Polish community”, says Miroslaw,
adding that the dialogue in the film
will be half in English and half in
Polish, with English subtitles.
The film tells the story of a Polish
student studying at Stirling who
runs into financial troubles when
he loses his job and his girlfriend
becomes pregnant. Failing to find
another job, the protagonist meets

a local Polish drug dealer who
sees his potential as a dealer to
the student market. Desperate for
money the protagonist accepts the
job, but then becomes entangled in
a whole different set of problems.
From the film’s stylish and wellproduced trailer there are flashes
of girls, guns, drugs and criminal
goings on, all the keywords you
would expect to find on a Scorsese film’s IMDB page. So is it a
gangster film? Mateusz hesitates
at the term; “We wanted to tell a
story that had a realistic tone… It’s
not going to be a typical gangster movie with car chases and
gun fights. It’s a story that could
happen to anyone… to half of the
Polish people here. And it probably has happened. Maybe not the
drugs, but struggling with a job,
with money. You come to a different country for a better life and
then realize that for your dreams
you have to struggle; it’s not so
easy”.
“It’s not exaggerated”, agrees
Miroslaw, saying they were aiming
to tackle common problems faced
by students in general during the
recession, and to show that they

are significantly amplified for
foreign students who may need
to resort to extreme measures.
“There’s the fact that there’s the
credit crunch…and then the fact
he’s Polish”, says Mateusz.
The film-making duo were previously known for their awe-inspiring
2009 short film Night Shift which
showcased an astounding knowledge of shot composition and
special effects wizardry. Following
two cleaning ladies engaged in
a secret, high-octane light sabre
duel, the film won numerous
awards at both the AirTV Oscars
and St. Andrews’ student film festival, Half Cut. This drive to create
truly cinematic films carried over
into the desire to attempt some
ambitious scenes in Irretrievably,
include a nightclub scene shot in
Dusk. Says Miroslaw: “We had like
40 extras…it was quite a challenge
to control everything, but it really
worked out. “
Irretrievably is showing in the
MacRobert Cetre on Sunday
December 12 at 3.30pm.
To get tickets please call
Mirek 07735463663
Mateusz 07521014874

Chistmas corner AIRTV Review Corner
Rare Exports: A Christmas tale

Brig Film gives you a flavour of what you can tune into on
our sister media society Airtv, on www.airtvonline.com.
By Jeremy Watssman
contrasted with the quiet room
in which Gordon Brown is giving
his opinions on the day. This is a
fantastic documentary, and should
be required viewing for anyone
curious about the 10/11/10 demonstration.

By Ross Sayers

T

ake the usual basics of a
film with ‘Christmas’ in the
title; blissful, toy-building
elves and a jolly fat man guiding galloping reindeer through
the sky. Now flip these elements
on their head. Welcome to Rare
Exports: A Christmas Tale.
Jalmari Helander’s Finnish story
sees a huge block of ice raised
from the ground, and inside it is
Saint Nick. However, this is far
from your plump, pleasant Santa,
as children begin to disappear
on his account. Before long, a
Finnish father and son catch the
Lapland legend, aiming to sell
him with the help of experienced
hunters and put an end to this
creepy Christmas tale.

Demo-lition: London 2010
The production follows on from
two short films, with the dark
comedy worked in through the
chilling series bringing a whole
new take to the Christmas film.
On a miniscule budget of
around €2 million, the team
have produced this never before
explored idea and received vast
credit for it, winning best motion
picture at the Sitges Film Festival,
and many critics commenting
it has just the right concoction
of creepy and comedy to keep
all audiences interested. With
this widespread interest, Rare
Exports looks set to provide a chill
whenever you hear ‘Santa Claus
is coming to town’ after it rides
into UK cinemas on December 3.

With the surge of mainstream
media coverage of the student protests, came an increasing demand
for a fresh perspective. The BBC’s
coverage of the event for instance
focused far too heavily on the
violent actions of a few students. A
balanced student perspective was
needed.
Underscored by music from
Moby, AirTV’s documentary film
omits narration, using only a short
burst of text at the end to explain
what has happened and what
might happen in the future, and
the images and voices of those
directly involved tell the story. It’s
hard not to be moved in some
way by the weight and energy of
the protest, especially when it’s

The Big Tease
The Big Tease is a “film noir” style
short. This style has been overdone
recently, but the overall idea of the
film is great.
Technically the film falls down a
bit, with some scenes slightly out
of focus, and occasional breaking
of film conventions and continuity.
These detract attention from the
acting and break the sense of atmosphere, which are the film’s two
greatest points. All in all The Big
Tease is a missed opportunity.
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Pick of the Pics

By Stuart Kenny

T

he world of Tron returns
twenty eight years on, this
time shot by directing newbie, Joseph Kosinski. The sequel
sees Tron protagonist Kevin Flynn
(Jeff Bridges) going mysteriously

missing after continuing to secretly
visit the virtual world, leaving his
son Sam (Garrett Hedlund) without
a father. Cue the jump to the future, where a twenty-seven-year-old
Sam, whilst searching for answers
about his father, ends up in the
same chaotic quest into cyber-

Brig film previews three of the most hyped, hotly
anticipated and best critiqued films headed your
way over the holdiay period.

space that stunned viewers almost
thirty years ago.
The trailers certainly show a
visually spotless virtual world, but
can Tron: Legacy have the same
impact as the original? Although
Tron only brought a small profit,
the film gained a strong following
over time. Showcasing early CGI,
Tron became hugely influential,
beckoning the era of computerised
cinema. Legacy director Kosinski
commented that the film, “raised
the bar in so many ways... if we
were going to make another Tron
we were going to have to do the
same.” In our tech-savvy present day ,however, the challenge
of creating a new, different world
within the computer appears all
the more difficult. To counter this,
Kosinski has created a new generation of light cycles, and brought
the old programs up to date in a
deliciously modern manner. Star

Hedlund even hyped the director
as “the next Kubrick”.
The film’s special effects were
assigned to Digital Domain, and
they allowed the Tron franchise to
continue breaking special effects
boundaries. With their help, Legacy
set up Jeff Bridges to star in the
film opposite his younger self,
making him the first actor to ever
do so. He plays Tron protagonist
Kevin Flynn, as well as computer
program ‘Clu 2.0’, created in
Flynn’s 1984 image.
Kosinski has proclaimed that
Legacy’s characters have been
considered just as much as the
effects, after the original came into
criticism over character depth. The
director commented it has more
dramatic elements with the fatherson story. However, with postproduction taking 68 weeks due to
heavy special-effects, Legacy was
always going to rely on its visu-

its Cannes premiere, with continuous booing and walk outs from the
French public.
Maybe it was Hollywood actors
playing historical French Kings and
Queens. Or perhaps the portrayal
of France’s Queen as a clueless
American high school teen, looking
for the perfect dress for the prom
on the brink of the 1789 Revolution, was perhaps a pastry to the
face.
It could, however, be seen as a
autobiographical picture of what it
was like for young Sofia growing up
at that easily influential age while
the father figure was constantly
working on his films and being one

of the key figures in the eye of Hollywood. She too now has children
and maybe this film was a calling
for her to make something that’s
close to her rather than aiming to
please audiences.
But it’s safe to say that Sofia
could be on safe ground with
Somewhere. So far it has been
praised at festival screenings
and it also won the Golden
Lion award at this year’s
Venice Film Festival. Whether
or not this film is going to be
any different to previous works,
or remain true to her standard
ideas and themes, we can’t really say for now. One thing for

sure is that she does have a very
good taste in music, so here’s hoping for a good soundtrack.

as she revisits her childhood in this
cold, strange and eerily familiar
world.
With all this considered – and
ably abetted by a 15 million dollar
budget – it would appear Never Let
Met Go was destined for critical
acclaim. Despite this, so far the
film has only earned a paltry two
million in the U.S box office and
received rather mixed, lukewarm
reviews, overshadowed by the similar in tone Winter’s Bone.
Peter Bradshaw, writing for The
Guardian, felt the film was “muted”
and “subdued”, accusing the character’s reactions to the film’s big
revelation as rather “contrived”.
Compared to the more mainstream
The Island, which again shares a
similar premise, the characters
lack any sort of vigour or fight that

would engender sympathy from the
audience as to their plight.
In accordance with its location,
Never Let Me Go instead depicts the
old fashioned English stoicism, the
phlegmatic and accepting decorum
that has since become outdated.
Its flaw is that it uses this to reach
out to a modern day audience,
tackling a very modern day dilemma. While the film’s attempt to
highlight this old habit of docility
as insidious is well intentioned,
Never Let Me Go suffers from successfully preaching to the converted, a society that has moved on
and doesn’t need reminding.

als to keep audiences hypnotised.
The cast’s performance is by no
means poor however, with Hedlund
hyped to give a perfect portrayal
of Flynn’s ambitious son. And,
with the added experience of Jeff
Bridges and Michael Sheen, Legacy
can’t go far wrong.
If all goes well, we could have a
meeting of Tron’s legendary visual
power, with an emotional account
that could be potentially perfect
programming by Kosinski when
Tron: Legacy is released on December 17.

By
John Darley
By John Darley

S

ofia, my-daddy-is-FrancisFord, Coppola has wowed
both critics and hipsters
with her own style of film making,
earning her Oscar nominations and
awards at the Venice Film Festival.
Her new film, Somewhere, stars
Stephen Dorff as a Hollywood actor who is surprised by a visit from
his 11 year old daughter, played
by Dakota Fanning’s younger sister
Elle. Then the usual themes of self
pity, alienation and loneliness, apparent in most of Coppola’s work,
are brought in.
Could it be that Coppola is just

re-hashing ideas that we’ve already
seen? Our two characters seem to
do their bonding and self discovery while confined in hotels, but
isn’t that, in a way, just like Lost In
Translation? Maybe Sofia is making
something similar to her first two
films, The Virgin Suicides and Lost
In Translation, just to please her
fans and critics.
With her last feature, Marie Antoinette, she was given a very high
budget of $40 million, which could
have been helped by her father’s
presence as executive producer.
It was perhaps too big a step for
her, content and money wise, and
it didn’t really please the crowd at

Somewhere is released December
10.

Never Let me Go
By Ehssan Shamoradi

N

ever Let Me Go, directed by
Mark Romanek, certainly
can’t be faulted for lack of
ambition. Its premise, adapted
from the best selling Kazuo
Ishiguro novel of the same name,
holds all the hallmarks of a classic dystopian drama, with lead
actor Andrew Garfield stating the
film aims to project “what it is to
have a soul, and how you prove
what a soul is”.
The film centres around an intriguing and intimate love triangle
between rising stars Garfield
(Tommy), Carey Mulligan (Kathy)
and established heavyweight
Kiera Knightley (Ruth), the performances earning the expected
praise from critics. The true twist

of Never Let Me Go, however, is how
it seamlessly weaves the strained
relationships into the science
fiction scenario of cloning human
specimens to provide organs for
dying patients. It is this controversial mire the film steeps itself in
that initially attracted Knightley,
how it irreverently dissects “humanity’s abilities to look the other
way”.
Narrated by Kathy retrospectively, Never Let Me Go possesses an
understated solemnity as it drifts
toward its inevitable tragedy in an
almost somnambulant manner.
There’s a haunting, dreamlike quality emitted by the all too normal
and idyllic English boarding school
the three characters grow up in,
an uncomfortable sense of wrong
that is slowly unravelled by Kathy

Never Let Me Go will be rele
ased in the United Kingdom on
January 21.
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Planning a party is like
penciled in debauchery
By Sarah Kelly
Arts Editor

E

ver wanted to know what the
female members of the BNP
think? Or how pure that E-tab
you took at that rock festival last
summer was? Or what Nollywood
is? The answer lies in The World
According to Vice, a collection of
highlights from the last decade or
so of Vice magazine.
Vice began in Canada and went
on to become a global phenomenon, published in thirty countries.
Its aim was to reveal the hypocrisy
of modern life, react against the
drudgery of the everyday, provide
journalism from the outsiders view,
and write about the real world as
opposed to the edited version the
media so often portrays. The writing in Vice is not always the best,
its colloquialisms and slang don’t
make for perfect reading, and
sometimes the subject matter can
appear trite. However that never
detracts from the fact that Vice
is really saying something about
modern society, across the globe.
Mocking society by testing it, for
example having a writer go around
dressed as a yuppie for a week,
and another as a punk, to see
who’s lifestyle is superior. Clearly
punk won.

“Vice is really saying
something about
modern society,
across the Globe”
Some of the articles genuinely
had me shocked, and somewhat
concerned for the sanity of the
Vice writers. The worst offender
was New Frontiers of Sobriety, an
article about ‘anti-drugs’ such

as Rimonabant and Risperidone;
which curtail the effects of certain
drugs. The premise was essentially
that the writer, Hamilton Morris,
took anti-drugs before they took
the actual drug, to test the effects.
They even did Naltrexone; which is
the anti-heroin, followed by a shot
of heroin. If you’ve seen Trainspot-

“It felt like someone
writing an expose on
society’s filthy little
secret”
ting you might remember the
scene where Renton goes through
the Perfect Day montage as he overdoses in a rug, and at the end he
is revived with an injection in the
hospital – that’s Naltrexone. The
whole article was utterly horrific,
but totally fascinating. Here was a
publication acknowledging the misuse of drugs, and openly testing
them out as well, with seemingly
no concern for the welfare of the
writer. It felt like someone writing
an expose on society’s filthy little
secret - not all people who take
drugs are homeless addicts (some
of them are even experimental
journalists). However the article
wasn’t just about someone’s trite
experiment, it was really informative. I found out that Naltrexone
has been shown to effectively
treat paedophilia and kleptomania because it blocks the natural
chemical high that acting on the
impulses has, and there is therefore no joy gained.
There’s also an article on mephedrone, originally published
about six months before the
outbreak of hysteria over ‘legal
highs’. Admittedly it’s an interview

with someone post-mephedrone
bender, regarding its effectiveness,
as opposed to an investigation into
the rise of legal highs. However
it’s just as informative as such an
article would be – just for a different reason.
It’s not just drugs that inspire
Vice however (although they have
more then a fair share of coverage). Vice is international, and
the article about Battleship Island
near Nagasaki, replete with some
excellent photojournalism, is moving and fascinating. There is also
an article about the 2008 Athens
protests, told from the point of
view of the student anarchist protestors causing the riots. It often
feels like only Vice wants to tell
these stories, and in a way that’s
exactly why they can – because the
people who are on the outskirts of
society trust them enough to open
up. Some of the stories really are
incredibly moving, like Postcard
from Wales, an article about the
heroin epidemic in Wales; or
Mersey Infanticide, which looks at

Croxteth in Liverpool and the gang
wars there that led to the death of
Rhys Jones in 2007.
Occasionally Vice takes a dip into
the world of celebrity, although in
a different way then most publications, interviewing such legends as
Alan Moore, Ian Hislop and Spike
Jonze. The epic eight page long
interview with David Simon about
the utterly immense HBO show
The Wire was a surprise highlight
for me, having watched series 1-3
this summer in amazement. The
Wire really is in my opinion the
best show to come out of America
since Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and
reading an interview between its
creator and someone who actually
cared about the subject matter,
even worshipped it, was incredibly
refreshing. It meant the interview
was detailed, asking all the right
questions, and informative as well
as involving. In fact the interviews
in the last section of the book were
probably some of the strongest
examples of good journalism, only
concerned with interviewing genu-

The world is completely falling apart, according to Vice
Picture: by Sarah Kelly

Snow White of the Seven De’wharffs
By Sarah Kelly
& Gail Wood

E

very year MacRoberts Arts Centre hold their christmas panto,
famed throughout the land.
When one goes to panto one
expects a dash of slapstick, a dollop of audience participation and
a truck-load of camp. What came
as a pleasant surprise however,
were the on the pulse pop-culture
references, musical numbers
straight out of the top 20 and (occasionally) sophisticated dialogue.
A particular highlight was Johnny
McKnight who plays Nanny Maria
Shut-Yon-Trapp and has a set of
pins to rival Gwyneth Paltrow as he

models a number of outfits Lady
Gaga can only dream of being able
to pull off and a few she has (the
infamous meat dress).
The premise is essentially a cross
between Snow White and The Sound

“A real highlight was
the nun dance-off to
Madonna’s greatest
hits”
of Music with references to Mary
Poppins , Glee and Sister Act. It
delighted everyone, and had major
appeal for adults. At times it perhaps was not as child orientated

Snow White:performing now
Picture: by Sarah Kelly

as one would expect, however it is
perfect entertainment for students,
and had heaps family appeal.
The best thing about Snow White
of the Seven De’Wharffs is it’s real
affection for Stirling, it couldn’t be
set anywhere else. It’s very Scottish
with its references and the dialect,
even arguing over pronunciation of
words which was very funny.
The small theatre space lends
itself to audience participation, being much too intimate for anyone
to avoid McKnights keen eyes. Even
on the back row we were yelling
and booing with the kids at the
front.
A real highlight was the nun
dance-off to Madonna’s greatest

ine idols and modern geniuses. It
was a really welcome change from
some of the awful interviews many
publications concern themselves
with.
In fact that’s what I like best
about Vice, it only really does
what it feels passionate about
doing, and that means it feels
strong, real, and honest in a way
so much journalism never does.
The World According to Vice is kind
of like those Private Eye annuals
which come out every year, except
instead of political satire it’s
people testing drugs and torture
and breaking the law for the sake
of a 300 word article. Somehow
though, amongst all the silliness and risks and occasionally
life-threatening experimentations,
there still seems to be a point.
Whether that point is to cast a light
on modern life, or to be informative about things that aren’t
socially accepted, or whether the
writers are just completely insane,
I can’t quite work out. There is a
weird appeal though, as if because
the writer has experienced the
subject firsthand the articles seem
more believable. It’s really hard to
exactly pinpoint the appeal, though
it’s there in spades. Vice just feels
like that kid at the party who’s
taken all the drugs in the world
without being addicted, who plays
guitar like a rock star but doesn’t
do gigs, who turns up in a leather
jacket and messy hair having
just rolled out of the bed they’ve
shared with two catalogue models
for the last 48 hours so they could
come and tell you about the political state of the world and the oppressive nature of our society in all
of the six languages they learnt to
speak whilst travelling around the
world in their gap year...
You know what I mean? It’s just
kind of awesome...
The World according to Vice is
available now at all good bookstores RRP £20
hits at the start of the second act,
although there were times when
the Glee - homages were so overt
as to feel ripped-off. The foxes with
attitude provided the best lines of
the nights, whilst mock-musical
numbers of Kings of Leons’ Use
Somebody and Lady Gaga’s Telephone were hilarious. The vocals
were strong throughout, and delivery of lines was spot-on.
Having gone in expecting a cringefest the panto was surprisingly
hilarious, appealing to all ages with
a mixture of humour and music.
There were plenty of popular culture
references, . A genuine surprise,
and an utter delight, Snow White of
the Seven De’Wharffs is a christmas
must see for all.
Snow White of the Seven
De’Wharffs will be on at the
MacRobert until 5th January.
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F. Scott Fitzgerald
and the Roaring Twenties
By Chris Smail
Arts Editor

T

o the delight of English
literature students the world
over Penguin Books the
renowned London based publishers have recently re-released new,
handsome looking editions of the
work of novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald.
This new series of works by the
much renowned American writer
is being brought out by Penguin to
coincide with the 70th anniversary

“F. Scott Fitzgerald
was fortunate enough
to live and flourish
in the ‘jazz age’, the
‘roaring twenties’ ”
of Fitzgerald’s death, which was
on the December 21 1970 in Hollywood, California. It is the perfect
opportunity for lovers of his beautiful works of fiction to revisit them
and for newcomers to experience
his genius for the first time.
Fitzgerald was one of the most
acclaimed and dynamic writers
of the 20th Century. His novels
and short stories explore the dark
underbelly of the American Dream
and of high society. He believed
that the American Dream led to
greed, pain and ultimately destruction. This belief, which he explored

“With his second
novel, The Beatiful and
the Damned, Fitzgerald
again locates his story
firmly in the luxurious
world of the jazz
influenenced twenties”
in his work so successfully, was
mirrored in his own rather tragic
life and death. Fitzgerald battled
alcoholism for a large part of his
adult life, though he never wrote
inebriated. This was largely an
effect of the considerably raucous
lifestyle he lived with his wife Zelda
during the “roaring twenties”. It
was after the publication of his
first novel, This Side of Paradise by
Maxwell Perkins of Scribners in
the September of 1919, that he
started his descent into drink and
drugs, turning Fitzgerald overnight
into the darling of the literary
world and throwing him and his
wife Zelda headlong into the spotlight. This Side of Paradise is seen
by many as one of the seminal
works of the 20th Century and is a
highly autobiographical novel, set
in the privileged confines of Princeton University (where Fitzgerald
himself studied). The book focuses
on the trials and tribulations of

one Amory Blaine.
F. Scott Fitzgerald was fortunate
enough to live and flourish in the
“jazz age”, the “roaring twenties”
a time of flappers, cabaret and
gangsters in pinstripe suits. As he
stated himself in Echoes of a Jazz
Age “It was an age of miracles,
it was an age of art, it was an
age of excess, and it was an age
of satire”. Many of his most well
loved stories and novels were set
during this glorious time: In The
Great Gatsby, a novel which is
seen by many as the great writer’s
crowning achievement, Fitzgerald
devotes a lot of time in the book
chronicling the beautiful fashions and extravagant wealth that
defined the era. He also wrote in
great style about the prohibition

One of the new book covers
Picture: Sarah Kelly

of alcohol caused by an amendment to the US constitution and
all the money that was made by
bootlegging and smuggling the
substance. With his second novel,
The Beautiful and the Damned,
Fitzgerald again locates his story
firmly in the luxurious world of the
jazz influenced twenties, exploring
the intimate details of the marriage between Anthony and Gloria.
They begin life together young
and beautiful with plenty of riches
and money, dancing and partying themselves to death in New
York City through to the inevitable
decline in their wealth and marital
status. Fitzgerald was very much a
writer of his time. As well as being
one of the greatest writers of the

The Rum Diary
By John Kidd

I

nfluenced by the real life experiences of Hunter S. Thompson, the man who undoubtedly
fathered the beginnings of gonzo
journalism, The Rum Diary remains a largely undiscovered gem
of the Kentucky born authors
back catalogue. The novel is
set in the backdrop of a not-sofictitious, deeply anti-communist
1960’s American society. A young
inexperienced journalist, Paul
Kemp, departs mainland America
along with his mundane lifestyle
for the sunny Caribbean. Without
knowing what to expect, Kemp’s
time in San Juan could not have
been any more detached from
reality.
This wacky tale soon finds itself
centered upon the lives of several
other vagabond journalists, and
is told in the chaotic mentality
in which each character has descended into as their time on the
island grows longer and longer.
As the newest member of the
San Juan Daily News team, led by
an ex communist Floridian called
Lotterman, Kemp begins to

Arts
ness.

It is through Kemp’s
contemptuous narrative
that we begin to understand there is no real
paradise to be had, as
only bitterness and irksome temperaments are
brought to the surface of
life in San Juan. Before
long his developed lust
for the promiscuous
Chenault, who is the flirtatious girlfriend of fellow
journalist turned nutcase
Yeoman, results in her
hedonistic tendencies
dragging the trio into all
Depp Fans will be happy to see the actor in
sorts of trouble. Interestanother Hunter S. Thompson adaptation
ingly written, with a flurry
Picture: www.wallpaperbase.com
of wild anecdotes this is
understand more about life down
definitely one of Thompsouth. Comprised entirely of men
sons finer literary works. It was
who live without a single thought
announced earlier this year that
for what lies between each day
there will be a film adaptation of
of their lives, this dysfunctional
The Rum Diary starring Johnny
team is all that is keeping LotterDepp, due for release in Januman’s publishing firm from going
ary 2011, making it the second
under and their constant battles
Thompson book to be depicted
with insanity are consequently
on the big screen. The pair previtearing apart his aspirations of
ously worked together on Fear and
ever having a successful busiLoathing in Las Vegas and shared

a great friendship which lasted
until Thompson’s death in 2005.
Despite waiting over thirty
years to publish The Rum Diary,
its 1998 release was instantly

“It is through Kemp’s
contemptuous
narrative that we
begin to understand
there is no real
paradise”
eclipsed by the success of the
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
movie, and has remained overshadowed by it ever since. But
this story deserves recognition. It
may not be a crazy drug induced
hyperreality based around a
manic frenzy of hallucinations,
but there is still a distinct Thompson-esque madness at the core
of the plot which the multitudes
of gonzo fans out there will no
doubt appreciate and lure others
into appreciating too.

20th Century Fitzgerald is also one
of the most adaptable. His work
having been turned into numerous
films, plays, operas and television
shows over the years.
This new collection of Fitzgerald’s
body of work by Penguin features
six books: Tender is the Night, This
Side of Paradise, The Great Gatsby,
The Last Tycoon, The Beautiful and
the Damned and a collection of
short stories Flappers and Philosophers. Veteran Penguin designer
Coralie Bickford-Smith presents
them in splendid hardback with
sublime and dazzling cover art.
She stated of her designs that she
wanted to represent, “the elegance
and glamour of the Art Deco
period and a sense of ornate detail
fused with the modernist aesthetic
of mechanical repetition.”
I can say with great confidence
that she has succeeded marvellously. Her cover art captures perfectly the symmetry and modernist
approach of the art deco movement as well as representing with
beauty and grace the extravagance
and opulence of the jazz movement. Being reproduced in shimmering shades of gold, silver and
bronze these new editions should
be treasured as the precious jewels
that they are, and are in fact works
of art in their own right.

New Hardbacks of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s work by Penguin are on sale
in bookshops nationwide.

Stirling University
Nature Society is
looking for any arty
students to help design
a new logo for our BIG
event planned for April
2011.
BioBlitz is a 24hour
survey of all living
species on campus: mammals, birds, fish, insects,
fungi, plants...and everything in-between! Logo
designs should include
some of the species we
may find, along with the
University of Stirling
emblem.
For more info,
please contact:
sunaturesoc@
googlemail.com
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Sports
Badminton team stay positive despite Abertay deal blow to Stirling
disappointing Championship results
By Graeme Young
By Scott Lorimer
Sports Editor

T

he Stirling University badminton team took part in
the BUCS British University
Badminton Championships on the
weekend beginning Friday November 19 in Nottingham, but despite
the efforts of the team they failed
to return with any trophies.
The team featured 2002 Commonwealth bronze medallist Rita
Goa along with nine others. The
veteran was Stirling’s star player
reaching the ladies’ singles semifinal before having to retire due to
injury. However the rest of the team
did not manage to progress past
the third round.

“There’s a vast
improvement in
player’s ability, even

We were certainly much better than
the worst teams there.”
For the majority of the Stirling
team who travelled to Nottingham
it was their first major event and
they faced opposition of a Commonwealth standard as club captain James Lackie explains, “The
tournament will have been a learning experience for most of our
players. Nearly all of the players
are representing their country and
some have even played at the Commonwealth.”
The team’s sense of frustration
was exasperated by Rita Gao’s injury. Zsuzi Kalcza, Rita’s doubles
partner explains, “It was amazing
to watch her play, she was very
good. But it was a bit disappointing to see her pull out, I think she
could have definitely won the ladies
tournament.”
The former European number was
eligible to play for the University as
she studies part time as a PhD student. Gao also coaches the Stirling

cus on winning competitions now.”
President Stock thinks that Rita’s
coaching has improved the players’
abilities as he explains, “Last year,
we had only three to five players at
the tournament, but this year, since
we’ve had Rita coaching the team, we
had 10 players going down to represent Stirling.
“People are really benefiting from
the professional advice. There’s a
vast improvement in playing ability,
even the more social players. We’ve
got a whole raft of new talent.”
Stock also believes that some of
the squad are capable of playing at a
higher level, “Some of the team have
competed in competitions before,
but the British University Championships was their first opportunity to
represent Stirling and their level of
play, despite not progressing, was
very good and they can only improve.
If they keep playing the way they are
at the moment then they can absolutely go on and compete at an even
higher level.”

the more social
players: we’ve got
a whole raft of new
talent”
First year History and Politics
student Lewis Baird was one of
the players to go to Nottingham
and said, “We didn’t get thrashed
which was the main thing. The
matches were all really close. We
did expect to get to the second and
third rounds if we were lucky, but
it’s more disappointment that the
matches were all so close.”
Club President Andrew Stock echoed Lewis’ disappointment, “We
are all very disappointed, but overall our standard of play was good.

Some of the players who travelled down to Nottingham Picture: Scott Lorimer
team, which Treasurer Callum Scott
believes has benefited the whole
club, “Since Rita has come in and
took our coaching, everything has
been more structured with the fo-

Get on board!
By Laura Donaldson
News Editor

T

his winter season is expected
to bring another heavy round
of snow and freezing temperatures
across Scotland meaning another
fantastic ski season for the Scottish
snow sports community.
The Cairngorm mountains were
the first to open their lifts last
month to around 130 skiers and
boarders, and announced the first
day of the 10/11 winter sports season in mid-November.
The latest cold spell last week saw
snow as deep as 10cm (4in) hit the
Scottish highlands, with similar
snow falls expected over the next
two weeks.
Whilst the early November snow is
welcomed by snowsports enthusiasts and resorts alike, it is unusual
for so much snow to fall so early in
the year.
Skiers and boarders alike last
year enjoyed what had been hailed
as “the best season in 30 years” for
Scottish ski resorts, and they are

again expecting the perfect snow
sport weather conditions to continue this year.
Resorts enjoyed an unusually long
winter season as the excellent conditions meant snow was preserved
longer than expected. It brought in
a badly needed boost to the slightly
faltering skiing community in Scotland.
The Glencoe resort saw skier
numbers break the 300,000 mark,
and the huge quantities of snow
saw the Cairngorm mountains open
its pistes to skiers and boarders on
mid-summers day in June, giving it
close to a seven month long season.
Snow fell as deep as one metre
overnight last winter, making the
accumulated snow over the season at around six metres in most
resorts.
Home to five top quality ski resorts; Glenshee, Cairngorms, Glencoe, The Lecht and Nevis Range;
Scotland boasts a vast amount of
skiable terrain, from as little as a
few hours drive from the central region.
“All the resorts are set up to deal

The badminton club now turn their
focus to the Scottish Universities Badminton Championships in February.

with beginners.” explains Daniel
Loots, an experienced skier, SkiScotland board member and Glencoe Mountain representative. “If
you want steep stuff though, you go
West. You go to Glencoe and you hit
Fly Paper, which I’m told is one of the
steepest black runs in Europe.”
The Scottish ski resorts are set up
to deal with skiers and boarders of
all levels. Equipment, lift pass and
lesson packages are available at
most resorts, with prices at around
£55 for the whole day.
On an international scale, Scottish
skiing certainly has its differences. “I
think its a different product in many
ways” remarks Loots, “There is a different vibe to it. The resorts are obviously smaller, the infrastructure isn’t
as advanced, but at the same time
there is the phrase “If you can ski in
Scotland you can ski anywhere.” Its
just a really friendly community.”
“I think we are lucky to have it in
our own backyard, I think on a really
good day you can have the best ride
you’ve ever had.”
Avid snow sports fans are now turning their attention to the weather
reports to see when the next fresh
batch of snow will hit the scottish
peaks, meaning more resorts will
open and the winter season can fully
get under way.

T

he Ladies’ Football team were
dealt a footballing lesson against
a classy Abertay team on Wednesday
November 24.
Stirling started slow and Abertay’s
Alana Davidson was quick to take advantage with a weaving run in the box
and she could count herself unlucky
to only find the side netting with an
audacious lob.
Abertay winger Emma Percy eventually made the breakthrough after
18 minutes with a determined piece
of play within the Stirling box.
The dangerous Davidson got herself deservedly on the score sheet
with a stunning solo goal, beating
Amy Beattie on the left, and then
out-pacing Stirling full-back Stephanie Dawson, before coolly slotting
past the beleaguered Sheree Braze
in goal.
The third came just before the
break when Abertay’s Jade McDonald coolly rose to direct a powerful
head from a corner.
Despite the 3-0 deficit Braze was
Stirling’s best player pulling off
countless saves as Abertay swarmed
the home team’s goal throughout the
first half.
Stirling started the second-half
with much more determination and
doggedly pushed back Abertay for
the first 20 minutes after the break.
Chances were at a premium for the
hosts however, despite the best work
of the composed Sinead McLeod.
Tally-Harry Thomas came on for the
hosts in place of Lauren Nelson and
proved a decent out-ball at times late
on.
Stirling striker Harriet Talbot, despite being given a thankless task
up-front on her own never stopped
chasing down the Abertay defenders.
The game was finally put to bed
when the ever impressive Jade McDonald broke past Stirling’s central
defenders to slide a composed finish
past Braze to make it 4-0.
Stirling, despite putting up brave
resistance until that point, started to

visibly tire. Davidson and Percy both
added another to secure their brace.
Emma McDonald also managed to
get herself a hat-trick and compound
Stirling’s disappointing day.
After the match captain Sarah Hutton told brig Sport, “I felt we started
out well but they got the three goals
in quick succession which made it
difficult for us. We showed determination in the second half but the
fourth goal killed the game.”
Manager Emma Lyons added, “We
tried to apply ourselves but Abertay
were quicker out the blocks and controlled the game. I was pleased with
our application and Sinead McLeod
showed some great touches and skill
under pressure”.
Abertay coach Chris Payton was delighted with the win. “Stirling made it
tough early on in the game and it was
vital we got a lead, we played some
of our best football against one of
the better teams in the league,” he
said.
Star player Alana Davidson said,
“It was a great win for us and to get a
goal with both my right and left was
very pleasing.”
The defeat ends the ladies 100%
home start to the season. They currently lie third in the BUCS Women’s
Conference, six points behind leaders Abertay who remain unbeaten so
far this season.

Abertay proved too strong for
Stirling
Picture: Graeme Young

This winter looks set to be another great ski season
Glencoe Mountain Resort, Glencoe
Distance from Stirling: 81 miles
(I hr 50 mins)
Cost: £30 (student £25)
www.glencoemountain.com
Glenshee Ski Centre, near Braemar
Distance from Stiring: 67 miles
(1hr 45mins)
Cost: £27 (student £23)
www.ski-glenshee.co.uk
Cairngorm Mountain, Aviemore
Distance from Stirling: 121 miles
(2hrs 30mins)

Picture: Laura D.

Cost: £30.80 (student £22.50)
www.cairngormmountain.co.uk
The Lecht ski centre, eastern Cairngorms
Distance from Stirling: 107 miles
(2hrs 30 mins)
Cost: £27 (student £20)
www.lecht.co.uk
Nevis Range, near Fort William
Distance from Stirling: 103 miles
(2hrs 30 mins)
Cost: £29 (student £23.00)
www.nevisrange.co.uk
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Sports
Clansmen get season
off to a positive start
By Graeme Young

S

tirling’s American football
team have got their season
off and running with a pair of
impressive victories to start their
campaign.
The Stirling Clansmen started
their season with a hard fought
victory over the University of West
of Scotland Pyro’s in their opening match. They won the game by
a dominating scoreline of 20-6 and
followed that up with another good
win away at Teeside University,
which they won by a score line of
20-14.
In the fixture against Teeside, Stirling had chances to seal the game
but were held up due to a large
amount of penalties which killed a
lot of their offensive rhythm.
But the only major thing that you
could say that has gone wrong so
far this season is the call-off of their
fixture against arch-rivals Glasgow
due to a waterlogged pitch. That
has more to do with Scotland’s unpredictable climate than anything
they have done on the field.
Team president and starting Safety, Joe Macari, believes that the
2010-11 season can be a successful one for his team. “Our main goal
this season is to win the Borders
Division in the University league”
he said.
Macari was particularly pleased
with his side’s victory in their opening fixture against UWS Pyro’s. ”It
was the perfect start for us and the
result was amazing” he said.
Joe’s role with the club is not only
on the field. As team president he
has to oversee more than just playing the game. “As the president I

Fencing success
By Kim Clarke-Overy
Deputy Editor

S

oversee the running of the club and
make sure the club can move forward, ” he explains.

“I started because I
watched it for years
before I came here,
and I thought I would
take the opportunity”
“I organise games and events for
fundraising which is one of our biggest tasks to get continued investment for the Clansmen.”
Joe has made an impressive start
himself on the pitch this season.
“My own personal highlight would
be scoring a touchdown against
UWS in our first game.
“I intercepted the ball on our 20
yard line and ran it all the way back
for a touchdown, for a defender to
score a touchdown is a great feeling
and it was a very special moment
and a great way to set the tone for
the season.”
Unlike others, Joe took up the
sport after being a fan long before
he came to university. “I started because I watched it for years before
I came here and I thought I would
take the opportunity to play when I
came to Stirling.”
Joe, who plays the safety position,
is not short of role models in the
NFL. New Orleans Saints’ Darren
Sharper, Troy Polamalu of the Pittsburgh Steelers and Ed Reed of the
Baltimore Ravens all play the same
position that Joe plays.
However Joe tries to be his own

Above: Stuart Bicker going in for a challenge
		

“I intercepted the ball
on our 20 yard line,
and ran it all the way
back for a touchdown”
- Joe Macari
man. “I don’t model myself on any
player in particular I just try and do
my best by training as hard as I can
and playing as hard as I can on the
field.”
Joe knows that, regardless of the
call-off, the Glasgow game is very
important for the Clansmen. “The
whole team always looks forward to
the Glasgow game as they are our
biggest rivals.
He continues, “It is always a really
big game and all of the players do

Picture: Joe Macari

everything they can to make sure
that we end up victorious”.
The Clansmen travel to play another away game against Napier
University before their next home
game on December 5th against Edinburgh. Joe Macari and the Clansmen would like to invite anyone who
would like to attend the game to
come along and support the team.
The game will take place on Airthrey pitches.

tirling University Fencing Club
achieved a fantastic set of results at the BUCS Teams Scottish
conference held in Edinburgh last
month.
The gruelling three weapon tournament, which takes place over two
days, saw Stirling winning 3 out of
5 matches.
This is the first year that Stirling has fielded specialists in each
weapon – a fact that contributed to
the team’s success. Fresher Toby
Hector and second year James
Breen showed off their expertise in
sabre, allowing the team to thrash
long-time rivals St Andrews.
The men’s epee was equally
strong – after an intensive summer
training course, club Captain Matt
Pocock and President Alasdair Miller demonstrated excellent style and
aggression, whilst Josh Bircham
abandoned his more defensive style
of fencing in favour of repeatedly
attacking his opponents. Fresher
Martin Holding displayed excellent
potential and is surely one to watch
over the next few seasons.
The club expects further solid results at the upcoming SUS team
and individual competitions.

Fixtures 2010/11
Dec 5: Clansmen v Edinburgh Uni
Feb 13: Edinburgh Uni v Clansmen
Feb 20: Clansmen v Durham Uni
Feb 27: Clansmen v Napier
Fixture against Glasgow to be replayed
Members of the fencing club

Stirling basketball team are no match for run away league leaders Glasgow
By Stuart Kenny

T

he University men’s first basketball team faced a tough test on
Wednesday November 17 against a
Glasgow side that are on a sizzling
hot streak of form. In somewhat of
a rival match, Glasgow dominated
a Stirling side that are yet to reach
their full potential this season, convincingly winning 100-63.
Whilst the home side have been
struggling lately, Glasgow have been
effortlessly evading defeat, coming
straight off a surprise win against
the reigning Scottish League champions. Stirling will hope to recover
their season in the following weeks
following the loss to Glasgow’s
admirable side and player/coach
Craig Nicholl. Nicholl believes they
can progress, hailing Glasgow as
the league winners-to-be and the
best side they will play all season.
He commented that the game gave
some valuable experience to Stirling’s new recruits and stated the
opposition were “superior” and
killed the home side with threepointers anytime they got near.
Stirling won the tip-off but it was
all downhill from there for the first
quarter. The home side gave away
the ball with a poor three-point at-

tempt, and Glasgow took advantage
throwing a successful one of their
own and taking a 7-0 lead early
on. Strong man-marking from the
away side meant Stirling couldn’t
get near the basket but Guthuskas finally opened the scoring for
Stirling with a clean three pointer.
Glasgow continued to dominate
however, and the interceptions and
blocks continued from their concrete defence, as they made excellent use of the ball to drive forward.
Stirling’s tall Lithuanian Shalmokas
was the quarter’s high scorer with
ten points, but the quarter came to
a close at 35-18 to the visitors.
Stirling’s struggle continued in
the next quarter, as the opposition’s
number four, Steve Archer, controlled the game with long baskets
and sharp passing. The home side
were powerless against the talented
team, as any time Stirling began to
close the margin, Glasgow’s enormously accurate European Kelianskas popped up with a three-pointer
to maintain the dominant lead. Stirling began to rebound better this
quarter, but were still having problems converting at the other end, as
the first half ended at 51-33.
The teams traded baskets at the
start of the third, with Graham

scoring well for Stirling with seven
points and a rebound. The home
team then managed to show further
signs of promise against the topnotch opposition, stringing together a run of 7-0, but inconsistency
in passing and blocking combined
with the rock of a Glasgow defence
to deny any chance of a comeback
and the quarter ended at 84-50.
Stirling played some of their less
experienced players in the final
quarter, and they coped well as
the teams scored in turn. Stirling’s
Guthuskas converted a quick nine
points and this quarter displayed
some rarely seen sloppy shooting
from the visitors as the game came
to a close at 100-63, with Glasgow
hitting a last second three pointer
swish to make the 100 point mark.
The final score-line was a fair reflection of the game, where the opposition dominated with a solid defence and dangerous offence, their
number 5 Kelianskas finishing on
top scorer with twenty-two points.
However, Stirling can take strong
points from the game, as Guthaskas shot a solid nineteen points and
the side did begin to play better as
the game progressed, giving hope
of a bounce back in form in the next
couple of weeks for the men’s side.

Stirling were brought down to earth by Glasgow
who look set to run away with the league

Picture: Iain Blackwood
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Students claim first piece of silverware
By Iain Blackwood
Sports Editor
Stirling Uni FC 8
Pentland (27,29),
Atkin (15),Corr (37)
Keller (70, 74),
Mason (56),Robertson (84)
Lothian Thistle FC 0

U

niversity of Stirling first XI
football team cruised to cup
success as they beat Lothian
Thistle 8-0 at Falkirk Stadium last
weekend in the Alex Jack Cup Final.
The students added to their championship winning title from last season as they comfortably beat the
Edinburgh-based side that they met
twice earlier in the season and won
narrowly.
This was Stirling’s first ever East
of Scotland trophy and they will
look to build upon this success as
they battle in the British Universities and Colleges league.
From the first, the students took
control of the game and were passing the ball around well and looking
to undo the Thistle defence. In the
10th minute the deadlock should
have been broken after some creative play in midfield by Liam Corr

who but Craig Mason through oneon-one, but Mason struck straight
at the keeper.
Stirling took the lead in the 15th
minute after a powerful header by
defender Jason Atkins. Michael
Pentland provided a fantastic cross
on the right for Atkins to score.
Within minutes of the Stirling
goal, Ean Grieve put in a two-footed
challenge on Liam Corr and it resulted in Grieve receiving a straight
red card. Luckily Corr avoided any
serious injury. From that moment
Lothian were facing an up-hill struggle.
Stirling kept focused and maintained their discipline as Thistle became frustrated; they felt decisions
weren’t going their way. In the 19th
minute Calum Scott had a chance
from outside the box but he put his
shot just wide.
Thistle goalkeeper, Kevin Swann,
was involved in a lot of controversy
as he picked up a back pass but
Stirling couldn’t capitalise on the
indirect free kick in the box.
In the 27th minute the muchdeserved second goal came after
some excellent play on the right
by Mark McCullagh who ran at
the Thistle defence. McCullagh
provided a searching cross where
it should have been cleared but
Michael Pentland smashed the ball
home.

Straight from the re-start Thistle
plost the ball and Stirling showed
how they can make teams pay with
Emmot Parr-Gallagher crossing
from the left and Pentland scoring
his second.
At this point there seemed to be
no way back for Thistle as there was
much frustration on the touchline.
Stirling remained solid at the back
and they were able to keep the ball
moving around the pitch.
In the 37th minute Liam Corr
wrapped the game up by dinking
the ball over the diving keeper, as
a shot from Pentland was blocked
moments before.
Stirling had made use of the extra
man and with every attack Stirling
could have scored. Thistle were
lucky to go in at half time with the
score at only 4 – 0 and a further
blow was dealt as their keeper,
Swann had a broken wrist. An outfield player had to go in goal.
Stirling started the second half as
they ended the first, in total control
and looking to score with every opportunity.
In the 56th minute, goal number
five was slotted away by Mason
after some excellent build-up play
from Creag Robertson and ParrGallagher.
Minutes later Mason could have
doubled his tally after Parr-Gallagher won the ball on the wing but

The team celebrate with the Alex Jack Cup at Falkirk stadium after thrashing Lothian Thistle 8-0

the resulting shot was
straight at the keeper.
There was plenty of
time for more goals as
substitute
Abraham
Keller netted a brace.
In the 70th minute Keller capitalised on slack
Thistle defending and
placed the ball in the
back of the net. Four
minutes later Keller
added his second after
a great play from another substitute, Daniel
Denholm.
The scoring was finally complete in the
84th minute as de- Parr-Gallagher down the wing Picture: Scott Lorimer
fender Creag Robertthe man sending off it would have
son scrambled the ball
had much of a bearing on the
home from an in-swinging corner.
game; we were on top anyway.
After the game, Micheal PentCredit to the boys they kept their
land spoke to brig Sport, “It was a
discipline, remained calm and kept
whole team performance, and I’m
their shape, they kept playing as if
delighted to get two goals myself.
they were playing against 11.’
The game was never over, the manStevie added, “It means a lot to be
ger told us to keep plugging away,
the first coach to win a cup for the
we done that and we never let the
University of Stirling in the East of
game drop.”
Scotland league, it can be added to
We beat them twice before but
our championship win last year. We
that counts for nothing at a cup
are delighted and hope it’s the first
final. We just went out there and
of many.”
tried to play our best football.’
Liam Corr spoke about the sendCoach, Stevie Burchill also spoke
ing
off as he was at the end of the
after the game, ‘from the start we
dangerous challenge from Thistle
dominated and I don’t think with
player Ean Grieve, ‘The boy came in
with his studs up which was dangerous, I thought it was a sending off
even though I wasn’t in the position
to call it. I was committed to the
challenge so luckily I was all right.”
Corr also said. “It’s good to win
any cup, when you get to final you
just want to win it. Everyone is
happy because it’s a piece of silverware”.
Lothian Thistle coach, Chic
McAleavy said, “We were 1 -0 down
and the sending off didn’t help, I
don’t want to blame the officials
but they didn’t have a great game.
Our goalie got injured and broke his
wrist and we had to put an outfield
player in goal at half time, which
doesn’t help. At the end of the day
you have to stick the ball in the back
of the net and Stirling done that.”
McAleavy added, “At the end of
the day I’m disappointed that we
couldn’t get into the came, it was
over at half time being 4 -0 down
so it was damage limitation for the
second half.”
The team will now go into the
Christmas period with games
against Edinburgh University (4th
Dec) and Heriott Watt University
(18th Dec) in the East of Scotland
league., both at home.
Following their cup win the team
also went on to beat Northumbria
University in the BUCS league
which keeps them unbeaten in the
competition.
The team won 4-2 and the goals
came from Liam Corr, Daniel Denholm and a brace from Abraham
Picture: Scott Lorimer
Keller.

